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AGENDA 

 

Agendas and papers are now available via the City Council’s website  

 
 
1 MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING  

 
 Minutes of the meeting held on 20th June 2012, attached.  

 
2 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  

 
3 APOLOGIES AND CHANGES IN MEMBERSHIP (IF ANY)  

 
4 MEETING PROCEDURES  

 
 Discussion to clarify voting arrangements.  

 
5 SCHOOLS ENERGY : CRC, DECS, ENERGY PROCUREMENT  

 
 Briefing paper of the Carbon Reduction Officer, providing details on Carbon Reduction 

Commitment (CRC) and requesting Members to confirm whether the unspent amount 
of £42,805, which is the difference between the actual costs of £117,195 and the 
provisional amount of £160,000 approved by Schools Forum, should be delegated 
directly to schools, retained within the ISB contingency or added to the intervention 
fund, attached. 
 

6 SCHOOL FUNDING REFORM  
 

 Decision paper of the Children’s Services and Learning Finance Manager, for the 
Forum to note the progress made on the development of the new School Funding 
Formula and to approve the recommendations detailed in the report, attached. 
 
Papers will be tabled at the meeting in respect of the funding options.  
 

7 FINAL ALLOCATION OF DEDICATED SCHOOLS GRANT 2012/13  
 

 Briefing paper of the Principal Accountant Schools, detailing the final allocation of the 
Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG) for 2012/13, confirmed by the Department for 
Education, attached.   
 

8 BEST PRACTICE REVIEW OF THE ROLE OF SCHOOLS FORUM  
 

 Briefing paper of the Principal Accountant Schools  reviewing the recent research 
produced by the Local Government Association on good practice review of the role of 
Schools Forums, attached.  
 

11th July 2012 HEAD OF LEGAL, HR AND  DEMOCRATIC 
SERVICES 

 



 

SOUTHAMPTON SCHOOLS’ FORUM 
NOTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON  

WEDNESDAY  20 JUNE 2012 
AT CEDAR SCHOOL 

 
Present: 
 
Primary School 
David Turner   - Governor 
Colin Warburg  - Governor 
Liz Filer   - Headteacher  
Julie Swanston  - Headteacher  
Chris Bulmer   - Headteacher  

 
Secondary Schools 
Ruth Evans   - Headteacher  
Karen Dagwell  - Headteacher 
Richard Harris  - Governor (Chair) 
 
Special Schools 
Jonathan Howells  - Headteacher 
 
Non Schools 
Peter Sopowski  - NUT Secretary 
Beverley Murtagh  - 14-19 Partnership 
Anna Wright   - PVI for Early Years 
Councillor Keogh  - Council representative 
 
Observers 
Councillor Bogle Cabinet Member for Children’s Services 
Councillor Turner Swaythling Ward Councillor 

 
Also in attendance: 
 
Clive Webster - Children’s Services and Learning 
Lynn Franklin - Children’s Services and Learning 
Chris Tombs - Children’s Services and Learning 
Karen Wardle - Democratic Services 
 
1. APOLOGIES AND CHANGES IN MEMBERSHIP (IF ANY) 

 
Apologies were received from Suzy Foster, Susan Trigger, Ian Golding, Mark 
Sheehan, Sue Thompson and Karen Stacey. 
 
The Chair welcomed Councillor Keogh as the new Council representative and 
Councillor Bogle, the new Cabinet Member for Children’s Services to the meeting. 
  
Members passed a vote of thanks to Jonathan Howells who had very kindly 
provided the venue and refreshments for the meeting. 
 
The next meeting was scheduled for 18 July and Ruth Evans, Cantell Maths and 
Computing College very kindly agreed to host the meeting. 
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2. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

 Peter Sopowski reported he had an interest in the new school funding formula (item 
no 5) regarding the costs for trade union supply.  It was agreed that the decision on 
this would be deferred to the next meeting. 
 

3. NOTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING AND MATTERS ARISING 

 The minutes of the meeting held on 25 April 2012 were approved as a correct 
record. 
 
Matters arising 
Richard Harris reported that he had emailed the DfE on behalf of the Schools 
Forum regarding concerns over the pupil count changing to October from January 
and the early cut off of funding for EAL. 

 
4. ANALYSIS OF SCHOOL BALANCES FOR 2011-12 

 The Forum received a briefing paper from the Principal Accountant for Schools 
detailing the revenue and capital balances held by schools at the end of 2011/12 for 
comment. 
 

 The following issues and concerns were noted:  

• there were no planned deficits for 2012/13; 

• concern was expressed amongst some members regarding those schools 
with excess balances; 

• it was suggested that those schools with excess balances be asked what 
they were planning to spend the money on; 

• some schools had good reasons for excess balances and that the 
opportunity to share those reasons was welcomed; 

• schools with excess balances did not have to provide any information as to 
why they this money to the local authority; 

• it was acknowledged that often school budgets change and in some cases 
additional money had gone to the school from the authority late in the 
financial year which had not been budgeted for; and 

• that it was positive news that overall there were no schools with a budget 
deficit. 

 
RESOLVED that School Finance would prepare a brief summary questionnaire to 
attach to the committed school balance letters due to be sent out to schools   
asking for details of how they plan to spend their balances. 
 

5. MODELLING OF NEW SCHOOL FUNDING FORMULA 2013-14 

 The Forum considered a decision paper from the Education and Economic 
Development Finance Manager detailing the progress made on the development of 
the new School Funding Formula. 
 
An additional briefing paper was tabled at the meeting regarding the school funding 
options that had been modelled options to date in order to determine how funding 
would be allocated from 2013-14. 
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The following issues and concerns were noted: 

• That the Dedicated Schools Grant will consist of three blocks.  The Schools 
Block would be allocated to schools.  Schools could then decide whether to 
give back all or some of the money to be managed centrally; 

• Money could be moved between the three blocks but would need permission 
from the Forum; 

• The MFG would ensure that no school would not lose more than 1.5% per 
pupil; 

• Initial modelling allocated less funding to schools in deprived areas; 

• Further work was required on the notional SEN budget to ensure that funding 
would be targeted at schools with the highest levels of SEN; 

• There was a discussion on the merits of allowing a transition time or whether 
the change should be implemented more quickly; 

• Benchmarking will be carried out with authorities with similar levels of 
deprivation as Southampton such as Ealing; 

• There would be a report to the Schools Forum in July for decision regarding 
the new formula.  Consultation will be carried out with all schools in 
September and the outcome reported back to the Forum and the DfE in 
October; 

• It was felt that the work was moving forward with the High Needs Block 
formula.  The Special schools had agreed to keep the three place types 
(core, enhanced, exceptional).  The top up funding would be based on pupil 
numbers and not the number of places.  Work was also being carried out 
with other local authorities; 

• The Forum was asked to contribute towards the funding gap for the PFI 
schools (up to £46 per pupil per year, worst case scenario) for the duration of 
the PFI contract (20 years).  Negotiations were taking place to reduce the 
affordability gap with Interserve.  Concern was expressing regarding schools 
being asked to commit to paying for this for such a long period of time.  It 
was agreed this issue should be discussed with other Headteachers before a 
decision was taken; and 

• The contributions from the schools block to school focused services 
delivered by the Council was discussed.  There was a feeling expressed that 
the money should go back to the local authority, however it was felt this 
should be discussed with other Headteachers before a decision was taken. 

 
RESOLVED that the Forum: 

(i) Note progress made to date on modelling of Southampton’s new School 
Funding Formula and that a further paper would be brought to the Forum 
in July for a decision on which option to take to schools for consultation; 

(ii) Discuss further the authority’s proposal to fund the PFI affordability gap 
from the Schools Budget with their representative groups / conferences; 
with a final decision to be taken at the July forum. 

(iii) Discuss the proposals for any contingency budgets to be managed by the 
local authority on their behalf with their representative groups / 
conferences, with a final decision to be taken at the July forum 

 
Lynn Franklin offered to attend the meetings / Heads conferences to present and 
discuss the proposals presented to the Forum. 
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6. USE OF ISB CONTINGENCY 2011-12 

 The Forum received and noted the briefing paper of the Principal Accountant for 
Schools providing details on how the 2011/12 ISB contingency has been used. 
 
There was a request that where possible schools should be advised sooner of any 
return of unallocated contingency.  
 

7. ANY OTHER BUSINESS 

 A training session was offered to bring members up to speed on all aspects of 
school funding reform.  This was to take place on 3 July 2012 from 2.00pm to 
3.30pm, location: Room 2, 2nd Floor, Southbrook Rise.   
 

 
 



  

SUBJECT: SCHOOLS ENERGY: CRC, DECs, ENERGY PROCUREMENT 

DATE: 18 July 2012 

RECIPIENT: Schools Forum 

THIS IS NOT A DECISION PAPER 

BACKGROUND and BRIEFING DETAILS: 

1. The Carbon Reduction Commitment (CRC) requires that all organisations that meet 
the eligibility criteria of annual electricity consumption maintain detailed records of 
their fossil fuel based energy consumption, submit annual reports to declare that 
consumption, and purchase carbon ‘allowances’ based on the consumption that is 
liable under the scheme. 

2. Currently the local authority is responsible for reporting the energy use and 
purchasing allowances for schools and academies.  The council’s Energy Team 
carries out this function using energy management software (“Systems Link”).  The 
Energy Team also manage the energy procurement contract which is managed 
through Kent County Council, called “Kent Laser”.  The majority of our corporate 
sites and schools procure their energy through this contract. 

3. Carbon allowances for schools and academies are paid from central expenditure of 
the Dedicated Schools Grant, which is funded from a contribution from the Individual 
Schools Budget.  This means that those schools that are being more pro-active in 
seeking to reduce their energy bills are in effect subsidising those that are less 
energy efficient. 

4. The amount of time required for the Energy Team to both manage energy records for 
academies, and to analyse the academies’ contribution to our overall CRC liability, 
has grown since their conversion to academy status.  This is because they no longer 
pay energy invoices using the Southampton Council Agresso system, and also due 
to delays in receiving hard copies of the invoices.  This is particularly the case where 
the academy has left the Laser energy procurement contract. 

5. A DECC document that explores options for simplifying the CRC is currently out for 
consultation.  Within the consultation there are four options being considered for a 
change in the way that academies are treated under CRC.  Further information may 
be requested from the Energy Team, but all options would ensure that all academies 
and schools would continue to be liable for CRC allowances, although it may be that 
academies and/or maintained schools will be required to report independently from 
the council, and to pay allowances proportional to their own energy use. 

6. Southampton City Council will renew the Laser energy procurement contract for 
supply of electricity and gas, and this will run to 2016. 
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7. There are many advantages to having energy procured through the Laser contract.   

• Generally a lower energy price due to Laser negotiating on behalf of a large 
number of users.  This reduction can be about 30% compared to out of contract 
supply. 

• Bills are validated to ensure they are correct and correctly reflect meter reads 
(where these are provided). 

• The Energy Team is better able to manage and further validate your bills, leading 
to lower costs in maintaining CRC evidence pack.  In some cases, this has 
resulted in rebates due to the identification of incorrect billing. 

8. Within the Laser contract there has been a dispute with British Gas over the unit rate 
of gas leading to a delay in receiving invoices, in some cases going back to 
September 2011.  This has now been resolved and bills are being received.  Note 
that British Gas business customers that are not on a managed service such as the 
Laser contract would be paying the unit price initially charged by British Gas because 
the grounds for the dispute would be invisible. 

9. A new gas supplier, Total, will replace British Gas from October 2012.  We expect 
that the service will improve as Total intends to provide a dedicated team to deal with 
the Laser contract.  Also Total does not supply gas to the domestic sector, so their 
service to business and public sector is likely to be of a higher standard. 

10. The council, through Capita, are in the process of carrying out annual surveys to 
produce the Display Energy Certificates, or DECs.  To obtain and display a DEC is 
currently a statutory requirement for all buildings over 1000m2.  The DEC is graded 
from A to G; this grading is derived from actual energy consumption of the site and 
so has a direct correlation to the operational energy efficiency of the school. 

11. Along with the DEC an Advisory Report is provided.  This will offer advice on how the 
energy efficiency of the site may be improved, and is valid for 7 years.  It is 
suggested that the schools’ business and site managers review the Advisory Report 
carefully and consider enacting the measures that are contained in the advice. 

12. For those schools and other sites under the Laser contract and others who procure 
their electricity through Npower, there is currently a large scale roll out of ‘smart’ 
meters, which enable the supplier to produce accurate energy bills without the need 
for a site visit to read the meter.  This can also offer the ability to get half hourly data 
of electricity use which can be useful in identifying energy waste, but obtaining this 
data does incur additional cost. 

13. The Energy Team can offer information, help and advice to maintained schools, and 
intend to arrange training for site and business managers in improving the energy 
efficiency of their school, and in carrying out their own energy surveys.  There is also 
the possibility of arranging an interest free, cost neutral loan for energy efficiency 
works, under the “Salix” programme.  The Energy Team should be contacted directly 
to enquire further about these options. 

 

 

 



RESOURCE/POLICY/FINANCIAL/LEGAL IMPLICATIONS: 

14. CRC puts a cost to each tonne of CO2 we emit through our buildings and operations. 
Carbon allowances will be sold to participants at a fixed price of £12/tCO2.  This price 
will rise over time, but has been confirmed as remaining at £12/tCO2 for next year’s 
allowance purchase as well.  Allowances will be purchased in July 2012 to cover 
financial period 2011/12. 

15. DECC suggests annual organisational management costs due to CRC of 
approximately £80 - £120 per site.  With greater than 380 sites this would equate to 
management costs of £30,400 to £45,600 per annum. These costs have not been 
passed directly to service areas or schools. 

16. Final figures to be submitted on the annual report to the Environment Agency show 
energy consumption for the 2011/2012 financial year as an overall CRC liability to 
the Council of £209,650; the proportion of this figure that arises from schools and 
academies energy use is £117,195.  

17. Under CRC there are fines and/or penalties for not providing accurate emissions 
data. Some of the fines could be in excess of £1 million for SCC. This highlights the 
need for accurate monthly meter readings from all schools and academies to be 
uploaded via the Systems Link web site http://www.systems-link.com/webreports/ . If you 
have meters on your sites not being read and the readings uploaded onto the web 
site please email energy@southampton.gov.uk  if you have not done so already, and 
let us know what meters you have and who you wish to be set up on the database, 
and we’ll arrange access to the website. 

18. In addition, to ease data collection, reduce energy bills, administration and cost of 
meeting the CRC requirements, we recommend that all energy supplies should be 
procured via the Laser contract. If you have meters that are not on the contract again 
contact the Energy Team at energy@southampton.gov.uk. 

KEY REQUIREMENTS FOR COUNCIL: 

19. We require regular, accurate data to be provided to us to report under CRC. Under 
the legislation, sites are required to read, record and report data from energy meters 
to the Southampton Council’s Energy Team and to energy suppliers, unless a smart 
electricity meter has been installed. Those not participating in the Laser energy 
procurement contract are required to provide full copies of all energy invoices to the 
Council’s Energy Team upon or soon after receipt. 

20. We need to ensure that there are permanent human resources available to enable 
centralised energy data collection, analysis and reporting. 

21. The additional expenditure associated with carbon allowances adds weight to the 
policy that all buildings the Council have responsibility for have reduction targets set 
to ensure we reduce CO2 emissions by 40% by 2020 e.g. 4% per annum. This has 
been underpinned by a Corporate Carbon Reduction Policy. 

22. Finance will ensure monies are available to purchase our allowances, and will be 
responsible for carrying out the process of ordering sufficient allowances to cover our 
liability, and making the correct payment to the Environment Agency.   



 

23. Any fines accrued by non conformance to the requirements of CRC will be passed to 
those sites that are responsible for non conformance.  This includes schools. 

24. RECOMMENDATION: 

Members are asked to decide whether the unspent amount of £42,805, which is the 
difference between the actual costs of £117,195 and the provisional amount of 
£160,000 approved by schools forum, should be delegated: 
 

• directly to schools 

• retained within the ISB contingency; or 

• added to the intervention fund.  
 

Further Information can be found on the DECC  and Environment Agency web sites. 

Further Information Available From: Name: Jane Altounyan 

 Tel:  ext. - 2681 

 E-mail:  jane.altounyan@southampton.gov.
uk  



DECISION PAPER 
 

  

SUBJECT: School Funding Reform 

DATE: 18 July 2012 

RECIPIENT: Schools Forum 

 

SUMMARY 

 This paper details the progress made on the development of the new School Funding 
Formula. 

RECOMMMENDATION 

It is recommended that the Forum:  

i.  Approves the nine proposed Primary/Secondary formula factors (paragraph 3), the 
proposed IDACI banding system (paragraph 4) and the proposal to cap gainers 
(paragraph 5). 

ii.  Approves the maximum amount of funding to be routed through the PFI factor 
(paragraph 6). 

iii.  Approves the final option proposed by the working group for the amounts allocated 
through each factor (paragraph 7). 

iv.  Approves proposals to move funding between the Schools Block SEN Notional Budget 
and the High Needs Block for pupils with low incidence SEN (to be tabled). 

v.  Agrees any newly delegated budgets to be managed by the local authority on their 
behalf (paragraph 9). 

vi.  Notes that approval will be sought in the Autumn for a contingency for significant pupil 
growth (paragraph 11) and for contributions from the Schools Block to school focused 
services delivered by the Council (paragraph 13). 

vii.  Approves the proposed Special School and Special unit funding formula (paragraph 15). 

viii.  Approves the proposed Alternative Learning funding formula (to be tabled). 

REASONS FOR REPORT RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. The Department for Education has introduced new regulations to introduce school 
funding reform from April 2013.  These require local authorities to delegate funding to 
schools that had previously been held centrally. 

ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS CONSIDERED AND REJECTED 

2. There is no alternative option – as the use of DSG is defined in statute.  

BACKGROUND and BRIEFING DETAILS: 
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3. New Funding Formula: Schools Block 

Southampton’s formula for 2013/14 will contain the following factors: 

a. A basic per-pupil entitlement with a single unit for primary and secondary age pupils. 
b. Deprivation, measured by Free School Meals (FSM) and IDACI. 
c. Looked after children funded at the same rate as Free School Meals. 
d. Prior attainment as a proxy measure for SEN.  
e. English as an additional language, for a maximum of three years after the pupil 

enters the school system.  
f. A standard lump sum for each school. 
g. Split site allocation on a similar basis to the existing 2012/13.  
h. Rates based on actual cost.  
i. PFI factor. 
 
The DfE will be providing additional data calculating the net difference in numbers on roll 
in Reception between the October and January census.  These uplifted pupils will be 
included in the pupil count for factor a. 

4. The proposed banding system for allocating IDACI is contained in table 1. 

Table 1: IDACI banding 

Band  IDACI score lower limit IDACI score upper limit Ratio of funding 

1  0.2 0.25 0 

2  0.25 0.3 0 

3  0.3 0.4 1 

4  0.4 0.5 1.6 

5  0.5 0.6 2.4 

6  0.6 1.0 3.0 
 

5. Gainers will be capped at a level that brings funding down to the level of the overall 
Schools Block. 

6. The Forum is asked to recommend the maximum amount of funding to be applied 
through the PFI factor.   The Local Authority will ensure that the Minimum Funding 
Guarantee is met for each school. 

7. Papers will be tabled at the meeting on the final options proposed by the working group 
for: 

• The amounts allocated through each factor.   

• Movements for low incidence SEN funding between the Notional SEN Block and the 
High Needs Block. 

8. It should be noted that all figures will continue to be updated until the 2012 October pupil 
count and DSG blocks are finalised in December. 



 

9. New delegations – Schools Block 

From 2013/14 a number of budgets, currently held by the Local Authority, will be 
delegated, through the formulae to schools.  These will be delegated on the basis of 
pupil numbers (and EAL for support for minority ethnic pupils).  These new delegations 
equate to £28 per pupil. 

Budgets to be delegated from 2013/14:  

• Insurance (Liability insurance - £242,300). 

• Staff costs or supply cover (trade union and public duties - £58,000). 

• Support for minority ethnic pupils or underachieving groups (Bilingual Assistants - 
£67,300).  

• Contingency for exceptional unforeseen costs which it would be unreasonable to 
expect governing bodies to meet (Intervention Fund - £250,000). 

• Contingency for schools in financial difficulties (ISB contingency - £120,000).  

10. The budgets, detained in paragraph 9 can be de-delegated by schools.  Individual 
sectors: Primary, Secondary or Special can make separate arrangements.  If budgets 
are de-delegated agreement is required from the Forum members for each sector.  

11. Funding for significant pupil growth: Primary Review 

The DfE has agreed that funding for significant pupil growth can be retained centrally 
before the formula is calculated.  The requirements are that:  

• The growth fund can be used only for the purposes of supporting growth in pre-16 
pupil numbers to meet basic need and to support additional classes needed to meet 
the infant class size regulation.  

• The fund must be used on the same basis for the benefit of both maintained schools 
and Academies.  

• Any funds remaining at the end of the financial year must be added to the following 
year’s DSG and reallocated to maintained schools and Academies through the local 
formula.  

• Local authorities will be required to produce criteria on which any growth funding is to 
be allocated.  

12. The Local Authority is currently working on proposals, which will come to Schools Forum 
in the autumn.  If funding is retained, the authority will consult with the Schools Forum on 
the total sum to be top-sliced from each phase and the criteria used to allocate funding 
and will regularly update the Schools Forum on the use of the funding.   

13. Contributions from the Schools Block to school focused services delivered by the 
Council 

Schools Forum members are asked to discuss and provide a decision by the Autumn 
term on the proposal to continue to fund four services from the School Block.   

• Admissions function £346,900. 

• Carbon Reduction Commitment £160,000. 

• Family and Parenting Practitioners £426,800. 

• Preventative Social Care Workers £200,000. 

14. For information Appendix A summarises the DfE guidance on central expenditure. 



 

15. New Funding Formula – High Needs Block 

A working group has been developing the new formula.  The current proposal is that the 
funding for special schools and the Pupil Referral Unit contain two factors:  

• £10,000 per place for each Special School and Special Unit place. 

• £8,000 per place for each PRU place.  

• Top up funding for special schools and units will be based on the existing three place 
types – core, enhanced and exceptional. 

• The top up funding per pupil will be kept broadly at 12/13 levels. 

Pupils in each special school will be assessed against the three place types at annual 
reviews. 

16. Further details on the PRU top up funding will be tabled at the meeting. 

Appendices/Supporting Information: 

Appendix A – DfE Guidance on Central Funding 

 

Further Information Available From: Name: Lynn Franklin 

 Tel:  023 8083 2196 

E-mail:  Lynn.franklin@southampton.gov.uk 



 
Appendix A 

DfE Guidance on Central Funding 
 
Authorities will need to seek approval from forums to retain central funding for 
services in lines (c) and (d) below.  
 

(a) Has to be delegated; cannot be de-
delegated but schools can buy into service 
where relevant  

 
E Threshold and performance pay  
E 14-16 practical learning options  
E Primary/special school meals  
E Extended services  
 

(b) Has to be allocated through formula but 
can be de-delegated for maintained schools 
(approval is by the relevant phase members 
of the schools forum)  

 
E Contingencies (including previous amounts 
for schools in financial difficulties)  
E Free school meals eligibility  
E Insurance  
E Licences/subscriptions  
E Staff costs – supply cover  
E Support for minority ethnic pupils and 
underachieving groups  
E Behaviour support services  
E Library and museum services  
 

(c) Can be centrally retained before 
allocating formula with agreement of 
schools forum  

 
E Funding for significant pre-16 pupil growth 
(any underspend has to be added to the 
following year’s formula allocations)  
E Equal pay back-pay  
E Places in independent schools for non-SEN 
pupils  
 

(d) Can be centrally retained before 
allocating formula but no new commitments 
or increases in expenditure from 2012-13 
(schools forum approval is required to 
confirm the amounts on each line)  

 
E Admissions  
E Servicing of schools forum  
E Carbon reduction commitment  
E Capital expenditure funded from revenue  
E Contribution to combined budgets (including 
expenditure shown under miscellaneous if 
appropriate)  
E Schools budget centrally funded termination 
of employment costs  
E Schools budget funded prudential borrowing 
costs  
 

(e) Can be centrally retained by agreement 
of individual schools  

Schools can buy into any service with funding 
from their delegated budget; the service would 
then be provided by the authority on a buyback 
basis. This could provide additional income on 
top of what is centrally retained in boxes (c) and 
(d) above.  
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 2013-14 School Funding Reform (Modelling Options)

Original 2012-13 

Budget Shares

Cap Rate Required 

to Balance MFG
1.21%

ORIGINAL 2012-

13 BASE
Option 1

Variance Between 

Option 1 & 2012-13 

Base

MFG
Variance After MFG 

& CAP applied

2000 Bassett Green Primary School £1,545,794 (£12,440) £1,533,354 £1,480,435 (£52,919) £31,996 (£20,924)

2001 Valentine Infant School £1,056,039 (£44,564) £1,011,475 £1,057,971 £46,496 (£35,891) £10,606

2002 Thornhill Primary School £1,349,345 (£21,167) £1,328,178 £1,332,168 £3,990 £0 £3,990

2003 Newlands Primary School £1,423,457 £0 £1,423,457 £1,454,369 £30,912 (£15,323) £15,589

2004 Sinclair Primary School £807,797 (£0) £807,797 £709,769 (£98,027) £87,906 (£10,121)

2401 Mansel Primary School £1,123,088 (£39,317) £1,083,772 £1,066,640 (£17,132) £2,852 (£14,279)

2404 Beechwood Junior School £922,489 (£82) £922,407 £777,629 (£144,778) £132,937 (£11,841)

2405 Bevois Town Primary School £844,928 £0 £844,928 £898,346 £53,418 (£44,770) £8,648

2406 Bitterne Manor Primary School £797,479 £0 £797,479 £837,050 £39,571 (£31,637) £7,934

2407 Bitterne Park Junior School £1,136,048 £0 £1,136,048 £1,187,915 £51,867 (£39,745) £12,123

2408 Bitterne Park Infant School £891,465 £0 £891,465 £940,803 £49,338 (£40,128) £9,210

2409 Mount Pleasant Junior School £1,159,467 (£37,510) £1,121,957 £1,032,349 (£89,608) £74,775 (£14,833)

2410 Maytree Nursery and Infant School £1,159,673 £0 £1,159,673 £1,196,490 £36,816 (£24,383) £12,434

2416 Heathfield Junior School £976,276 £0 £976,276 £1,058,827 £82,551 (£72,330) £10,221

2418 Ludlow Junior School £1,713,335 £0 £1,713,335 £1,954,652 £241,318 (£222,312) £19,005

2419 Ludlow Infant School £943,062 £0 £943,062 £1,003,341 £60,279 (£50,437) £9,842

2421 Portswood Primary School £1,389,070 £0 £1,389,070 £1,494,665 £105,595 (£90,468) £15,127

2423 St Denys Primary School £844,582 £0 £844,582 £868,382 £23,799 (£15,116) £8,683

2424 St Johns Primary and Nursery School £703,269 (£34,478) £668,791 £650,445 (£18,346) £10,211 (£8,136)

2425 Shirley Junior School £1,513,591 £0 £1,513,591 £1,722,002 £208,411 (£191,802) £16,609

2426 Shirley Infant School £894,753 £0 £894,753 £991,644 £96,891 (£87,694) £9,196

2428 St Monica Infant School £883,585 £0 £883,585 £956,353 £72,768 (£63,724) £9,044

2429 Sholing Junior School £875,943 £0 £875,943 £952,534 £76,591 (£67,573) £9,018

2430 Sholing Infant School £800,687 (£53,061) £747,627 £712,654 (£34,972) £25,670 (£9,302)

2431 Swaythling Primary School £853,141 £0 £853,141 £828,103 (£25,038) £14,227 (£10,811)

2432 Woolston Infant School £660,987 £0 £660,987 £695,493 £34,507 (£28,058) £6,448

2433 Weston Park Junior School £1,264,116 £0 £1,264,116 £1,289,397 £25,281 (£11,622) £13,659

2434 Weston Park Infant School £861,723 £0 £861,723 £912,288 £50,565 (£41,736) £8,829

2435 Tanners Brook Junior School £1,350,378 (£106,544) £1,243,834 £1,219,726 (£24,108) £7,433 (£16,675)

2436 Tanners Brook Infant School £1,110,175 (£125,317) £984,858 £1,037,176 £52,318 (£41,959) £10,359

2437 Glenfield Infant School £830,558 (£45,815) £784,743 £845,033 £60,291 (£52,306) £7,984

2440 Banister Infant School £743,394 (£32,880) £710,514 £741,142 £30,628 (£23,562) £7,066

2441 Mansbridge Primary School £897,503 £0 £897,503 £905,536 £8,033 £0 £8,033

2448 Redbridge Primary School £918,040 £0 £918,040 £904,651 (£13,389) £1,905 (£11,484)

2450 Hightown Primary School £1,077,823 £0 £1,077,823 £1,082,787 £4,964 £0 £4,964

2452 Wordsworth Infant School £763,738 (£44,591) £719,147 £739,220 £20,073 (£12,942) £7,130

2455 Moorlands Primary School £824,334 (£4,624) £819,711 £785,585 (£34,126) £23,826 (£10,301)

2456 St Monica Junior School £1,207,320 £0 £1,207,320 £1,223,414 £16,094 (£3,142) £12,952

2458 Hollybrook Infant School £679,993 £0 £679,993 £695,152 £15,159 (£8,486) £6,673

2459 Hollybrook Junior School £811,081 £0 £811,081 £907,659 £96,578 (£88,341) £8,237

2460 Kanes Hill Primary School £1,261,946 (£22,807) £1,239,140 £1,277,664 £38,524 (£25,130) £13,394

2461 Townhill Infant School £986,007 £0 £986,007 £1,029,955 £43,948 (£33,574) £10,373

2462 Weston Shore Infant School £559,897 (£53,831) £506,066 £451,893 (£54,173) £48,466 (£5,706)

2463 Townhill Junior School £1,144,618 £0 £1,144,618 £1,268,770 £124,152 (£112,054) £12,098

2468 Oakwood Infant School £647,624 £0 £647,624 £747,561 £99,937 (£93,674) £6,263

2471 Oakwood Junior School £818,479 £0 £818,479 £879,951 £61,473 (£53,231) £8,242

2754 Fairisle Infant and Nursery School £1,074,451 (£59,419) £1,015,033 £1,034,858 £19,825 (£9,174) £10,651

2757 Fairisle Junior School £1,189,294 £0 £1,189,294 £1,232,584 £43,290 (£30,581) £12,709

2769 Foundry Lane Primary School £1,489,638 (£42,291) £1,447,347 £1,528,782 £81,435 (£65,678) £15,757

2770 Shirley Warren Primary School £1,223,030 (£62,674) £1,160,356 £1,002,034 (£158,322) £142,900 (£15,422)

2771 Mason Moor Primary School £1,293,605 (£63,500) £1,230,105 £1,207,757 (£22,348) £5,915 (£16,432)

3200 Bitterne CE(C) Junior School £811,775 £0 £811,775 £866,229 £54,454 (£46,263) £8,191

3201 Bitterne CE(C) Infant School £638,898 £0 £638,898 £687,823 £48,925 (£42,795) £6,131

3202 Freemantle C of E Community Academy £963,291 (£62,582) £900,709 £951,760 £51,052 (£41,652) £9,400

3203 St Mark’s Church of England Voluntary Controlled Primary School£1,671,793 (£73,005) £1,598,788 £1,580,919 (£17,869) £0 (£17,869)

3205 St Mary's CE(C) Primary School £2,062,920 (£33,060) £2,029,860 £1,883,882 (£145,978) £117,632 (£28,346)

3655 Highfield Primary School £905,722 (£10,379) £895,342 £910,282 £14,940 (£5,567) £9,373

3656 Springhill RC(A) Primary School £2,118,256 £0 £2,118,256 £2,236,217 £117,960 (£93,838) £24,123

3657 Holy Family RC(A) Primary School £1,483,767 £0 £1,483,767 £1,594,250 £110,484 (£94,014) £16,469

3658 St Patrick's RC(A) Primary School £1,124,809 (£22,777) £1,102,032 £1,182,237 £80,205 (£68,346) £11,859

3659 Harefield Primary School £1,264,597 (£25,837) £1,238,760 £1,227,267 (£11,493) £0 (£11,493)

Total School Summary £65,343,938 (£1,134,551) £64,209,388 £65,932,465 £1,723,077 (£1,492,408) £230,669

4262 Regents Park Community College £4,203,181 £0 £4,203,181 £4,204,883 £1,701 £0 £1,701

4264 The Sholing Technology College £4,857,824 £0 £4,857,824 £5,173,646 £315,821 (£259,493) £56,328

4270 Redbridge Community School £5,912,039 (£83,382) £5,828,657 £5,845,469 £16,812 £0 £16,812

4271 Chamberlayne College for the Arts £3,442,095 £0 £3,442,095 £3,215,735 (£226,359) £176,773 (£49,586)

4275 Upper Shirley High School £3,531,508 £0 £3,531,508 £3,343,425 (£188,084) £137,079 (£51,004)

4278 Bitterne Park School £7,603,614 (£657,231) £6,946,383 £7,473,073 £526,690 (£445,599) £81,091

4306 Woodlands Community College £4,301,564 £0 £4,301,564 £3,924,440 (£377,124) £316,931 (£60,193)

4311 Cantell Maths and Computing College £5,856,064 (£33,473) £5,822,591 £5,482,320 (£340,271) £257,613 (£82,657)

5415 St George Catholic Voluntary Aided College £2,646,666 £0 £2,646,666 £2,525,455 (£121,211) £83,468 (£37,742)

5417 St Anne's Catholic School £5,342,253 (£431,847) £4,910,406 £4,928,745 £18,339 £0 £18,339

6905 Lords Hill Academy £4,297,847 £0 £4,297,847 £3,459,706 (£838,141) £775,938 (£62,203)

6906 Mayfield Academy £4,216,465 £0 £4,216,463 £3,705,752 (£510,711) £449,697 (£61,014)

Total School Summary £56,211,122 (£1,205,933) £55,005,187 £53,282,649 (£1,722,538) £1,492,408 (£230,129)

Grand Totals Across Primary & Secondary £121,555,060 (£2,340,484) £119,214,575 £119,215,115 £540 £0 £540

Note: Schools in italics are currently receiving MFG funding

New Schools Funding Reform 2013-14
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 2013-14 School Funding Reform (Modelling Options)

Original 2012-13 

Budget Shares

ORIGINAL 2012-

13 BASE

2000 Bassett Green Primary School £1,545,794 (£12,440) £1,533,354

2001 Valentine Infant School £1,056,039 (£44,564) £1,011,475

2002 Thornhill Primary School £1,349,345 (£21,167) £1,328,178

2003 Newlands Primary School £1,423,457 £0 £1,423,457

2004 Sinclair Primary School £807,797 (£0) £807,797

2401 Mansel Primary School £1,123,088 (£39,317) £1,083,772

2404 Beechwood Junior School £922,489 (£82) £922,407

2405 Bevois Town Primary School £844,928 £0 £844,928

2406 Bitterne Manor Primary School £797,479 £0 £797,479

2407 Bitterne Park Junior School £1,136,048 £0 £1,136,048

2408 Bitterne Park Infant School £891,465 £0 £891,465

2409 Mount Pleasant Junior School £1,159,467 (£37,510) £1,121,957

2410 Maytree Nursery and Infant School £1,159,673 £0 £1,159,673

2416 Heathfield Junior School £976,276 £0 £976,276

2418 Ludlow Junior School £1,713,335 £0 £1,713,335

2419 Ludlow Infant School £943,062 £0 £943,062

2421 Portswood Primary School £1,389,070 £0 £1,389,070

2423 St Denys Primary School £844,582 £0 £844,582

2424 St Johns Primary and Nursery School £703,269 (£34,478) £668,791

2425 Shirley Junior School £1,513,591 £0 £1,513,591

2426 Shirley Infant School £894,753 £0 £894,753

2428 St Monica Infant School £883,585 £0 £883,585

2429 Sholing Junior School £875,943 £0 £875,943

2430 Sholing Infant School £800,687 (£53,061) £747,627

2431 Swaythling Primary School £853,141 £0 £853,141

2432 Woolston Infant School £660,987 £0 £660,987

2433 Weston Park Junior School £1,264,116 £0 £1,264,116

2434 Weston Park Infant School £861,723 £0 £861,723

2435 Tanners Brook Junior School £1,350,378 (£106,544) £1,243,834

2436 Tanners Brook Infant School £1,110,175 (£125,317) £984,858

2437 Glenfield Infant School £830,558 (£45,815) £784,743

2440 Banister Infant School £743,394 (£32,880) £710,514

2441 Mansbridge Primary School £897,503 £0 £897,503

2448 Redbridge Primary School £918,040 £0 £918,040

2450 Hightown Primary School £1,077,823 £0 £1,077,823

2452 Wordsworth Infant School £763,738 (£44,591) £719,147

2455 Moorlands Primary School £824,334 (£4,624) £819,711

2456 St Monica Junior School £1,207,320 £0 £1,207,320

2458 Hollybrook Infant School £679,993 £0 £679,993

2459 Hollybrook Junior School £811,081 £0 £811,081

2460 Kanes Hill Primary School £1,261,946 (£22,807) £1,239,140

2461 Townhill Infant School £986,007 £0 £986,007

2462 Weston Shore Infant School £559,897 (£53,831) £506,066

2463 Townhill Junior School £1,144,618 £0 £1,144,618

2468 Oakwood Infant School £647,624 £0 £647,624

2471 Oakwood Junior School £818,479 £0 £818,479

2754 Fairisle Infant and Nursery School £1,074,451 (£59,419) £1,015,033

2757 Fairisle Junior School £1,189,294 £0 £1,189,294

2769 Foundry Lane Primary School £1,489,638 (£42,291) £1,447,347

2770 Shirley Warren Primary School £1,223,030 (£62,674) £1,160,356

2771 Mason Moor Primary School £1,293,605 (£63,500) £1,230,105

3200 Bitterne CE(C) Junior School £811,775 £0 £811,775

3201 Bitterne CE(C) Infant School £638,898 £0 £638,898

3202 Freemantle C of E Community Academy £963,291 (£62,582) £900,709

3203 St Mark’s Church of England Voluntary Controlled Primary School£1,671,793 (£73,005) £1,598,788

3205 St Mary's CE(C) Primary School £2,062,920 (£33,060) £2,029,860

3655 Highfield Primary School £905,722 (£10,379) £895,342

3656 Springhill RC(A) Primary School £2,118,256 £0 £2,118,256

3657 Holy Family RC(A) Primary School £1,483,767 £0 £1,483,767

3658 St Patrick's RC(A) Primary School £1,124,809 (£22,777) £1,102,032

3659 Harefield Primary School £1,264,597 (£25,837) £1,238,760

Total School Summary £65,343,938 (£1,134,551) £64,209,388

4262 Regents Park Community College £4,203,181 £0 £4,203,181

4264 The Sholing Technology College £4,857,824 £0 £4,857,824

4270 Redbridge Community School £5,912,039 (£83,382) £5,828,657

4271 Chamberlayne College for the Arts £3,442,095 £0 £3,442,095

4275 Upper Shirley High School £3,531,508 £0 £3,531,508

4278 Bitterne Park School £7,603,614 (£657,231) £6,946,383

4306 Woodlands Community College £4,301,564 £0 £4,301,564

4311 Cantell Maths and Computing College £5,856,064 (£33,473) £5,822,591

5415 St George Catholic Voluntary Aided College £2,646,666 £0 £2,646,666

5417 St Anne's Catholic School £5,342,253 (£431,847) £4,910,406

6905 Lords Hill Academy £4,297,847 £0 £4,297,847

6906 Mayfield Academy £4,216,465 £0 £4,216,463

Total School Summary £56,211,122 (£1,205,933) £55,005,187

Grand Totals Across Primary & Secondary £121,555,060 (£2,340,484) £119,214,575

Note: Schools in italics are currently receiving MFG funding

Revised 2012-13 Budget Shares 

Base

DfE Name

School Budget 

Position Before 

Changes in 

School Funding 

Reform

9999

 Total 

Adjustment for 

High Needs, 

EFA, Primary 

Review 

NEW 2012-13 

BASE (Including 

MFG)

9999

9999

Cap Rate Required 

to Balance MFG
1.29%

Option 2

Variance Between 

Option 2 & 2012-13 

Base

MFG
Variance After MFG 

& CAP applied

£1,533,109 (£245) £0 (£245)

£1,090,272 £78,797 (£66,999) £11,799

£1,371,959 £43,781 (£28,007) £15,774

£1,503,452 £79,996 (£62,902) £17,094

£714,619 (£93,178) £82,439 (£10,739)

£1,093,962 £10,191 £0 £10,191

£789,486 (£132,921) £120,462 (£12,460)

£913,183 £68,255 (£58,536) £9,719

£852,997 £55,518 (£46,558) £8,960

£1,243,767 £107,719 (£94,309) £13,410

£974,455 £82,991 (£72,675) £10,316

£1,057,174 (£64,783) £49,332 (£15,451)

£1,224,921 £65,248 (£51,507) £13,741

£1,091,402 £115,126 (£103,736) £11,390

£2,064,988 £351,654 (£330,930) £20,723

£1,035,379 £92,318 (£81,330) £10,988

£1,569,706 £180,637 (£164,034) £16,603

£882,664 £38,082 (£28,326) £9,756

£648,081 (£20,710) £11,956 (£8,754)

£1,815,052 £301,461 (£283,284) £18,177

£1,025,069 £130,316 (£120,015) £10,301

£989,178 £105,593 (£95,454) £10,140

£977,636 £101,693 (£91,581) £10,112

£721,804 (£25,822) £15,902 (£9,920)

£844,046 (£9,095) £0 (£9,095)

£702,876 £41,890 (£34,508) £7,382

£1,334,079 £69,963 (£54,920) £15,043

£929,067 £67,344 (£57,433) £9,911

£1,269,423 £25,588 (£10,755) £14,834

£1,067,272 £82,414 (£70,877) £11,537

£860,148 £75,405 (£66,392) £9,014

£743,217 £32,703 (£24,665) £8,038

£921,760 £24,257 (£13,839) £10,419

£920,992 £2,952 £0 £2,952

£1,103,041 £25,218 (£12,517) £12,701

£748,938 £29,791 (£21,685) £8,106

£802,680 (£17,030) £6,112 (£10,919)

£1,281,647 £74,327 (£60,035) £14,292

£703,721 £23,727 (£16,107) £7,620

£931,374 £120,293 (£111,012) £9,282

£1,321,816 £82,677 (£67,915) £14,762

£1,061,001 £74,994 (£63,442) £11,552

£433,160 (£72,905) £66,581 (£6,324)

£1,311,351 £166,734 (£153,349) £13,385

£758,783 £111,159 (£103,975) £7,184

£904,734 £86,256 (£76,969) £9,287

£1,066,543 £51,510 (£39,663) £11,847

£1,278,353 £89,060 (£75,027) £14,033

£1,602,553 £155,206 (£137,934) £17,272

£1,026,790 (£133,567) £117,526 (£16,040)

£1,239,241 £9,136 £0 £9,136

£892,122 £80,347 (£71,114) £9,233

£697,235 £58,337 (£51,293) £7,044

£972,979 £72,270 (£61,752) £10,518

£1,653,318 £54,530 (£35,617) £18,913

£1,961,420 (£68,440) £39,475 (£28,964)

£940,101 £44,759 (£34,270) £10,489

£2,371,836 £253,579 (£227,419) £26,160

£1,662,024 £178,257 (£160,228) £18,029

£1,229,684 £127,653 (£114,522) £13,131

£1,268,945 £30,185 (£15,749) £14,435

£68,002,590 £3,793,202 (£3,315,383) £477,819

£4,044,806 (£158,375) £97,826 (£60,549)

£4,968,705 £110,880 (£50,501) £60,379

£5,644,836 (£183,821) £100,283 (£83,538)

£3,080,978 (£361,117) £310,913 (£50,204)

£3,198,483 (£333,025) £281,403 (£51,622)

£7,197,239 £250,856 (£164,167) £86,690

£3,777,335 (£524,229) £463,419 (£60,811)

£5,288,767 (£533,824) £450,548 (£83,275)

£2,407,137 (£239,529) £201,169 (£38,360)

£4,726,961 (£183,446) £111,183 (£72,263)

£3,319,882 (£977,965) £915,144 (£62,821)

£3,556,668 (£659,796) £598,164 (£61,632)

£51,211,796 (£3,793,391) £3,315,383 (£478,008)

£119,214,385 (£190) £0 (£190)

New Schools Funding Reform 2013-14



 2013-14 School Funding Reform (Modelling Options)

Original 2012-13 

Budget Shares

ORIGINAL 2012-

13 BASE

2000 Bassett Green Primary School £1,545,794 (£12,440) £1,533,354

2001 Valentine Infant School £1,056,039 (£44,564) £1,011,475

2002 Thornhill Primary School £1,349,345 (£21,167) £1,328,178

2003 Newlands Primary School £1,423,457 £0 £1,423,457

2004 Sinclair Primary School £807,797 (£0) £807,797

2401 Mansel Primary School £1,123,088 (£39,317) £1,083,772

2404 Beechwood Junior School £922,489 (£82) £922,407

2405 Bevois Town Primary School £844,928 £0 £844,928

2406 Bitterne Manor Primary School £797,479 £0 £797,479

2407 Bitterne Park Junior School £1,136,048 £0 £1,136,048

2408 Bitterne Park Infant School £891,465 £0 £891,465

2409 Mount Pleasant Junior School £1,159,467 (£37,510) £1,121,957

2410 Maytree Nursery and Infant School £1,159,673 £0 £1,159,673

2416 Heathfield Junior School £976,276 £0 £976,276

2418 Ludlow Junior School £1,713,335 £0 £1,713,335

2419 Ludlow Infant School £943,062 £0 £943,062

2421 Portswood Primary School £1,389,070 £0 £1,389,070

2423 St Denys Primary School £844,582 £0 £844,582

2424 St Johns Primary and Nursery School £703,269 (£34,478) £668,791

2425 Shirley Junior School £1,513,591 £0 £1,513,591

2426 Shirley Infant School £894,753 £0 £894,753

2428 St Monica Infant School £883,585 £0 £883,585

2429 Sholing Junior School £875,943 £0 £875,943

2430 Sholing Infant School £800,687 (£53,061) £747,627

2431 Swaythling Primary School £853,141 £0 £853,141

2432 Woolston Infant School £660,987 £0 £660,987

2433 Weston Park Junior School £1,264,116 £0 £1,264,116

2434 Weston Park Infant School £861,723 £0 £861,723

2435 Tanners Brook Junior School £1,350,378 (£106,544) £1,243,834

2436 Tanners Brook Infant School £1,110,175 (£125,317) £984,858

2437 Glenfield Infant School £830,558 (£45,815) £784,743

2440 Banister Infant School £743,394 (£32,880) £710,514

2441 Mansbridge Primary School £897,503 £0 £897,503

2448 Redbridge Primary School £918,040 £0 £918,040

2450 Hightown Primary School £1,077,823 £0 £1,077,823

2452 Wordsworth Infant School £763,738 (£44,591) £719,147

2455 Moorlands Primary School £824,334 (£4,624) £819,711

2456 St Monica Junior School £1,207,320 £0 £1,207,320

2458 Hollybrook Infant School £679,993 £0 £679,993

2459 Hollybrook Junior School £811,081 £0 £811,081

2460 Kanes Hill Primary School £1,261,946 (£22,807) £1,239,140

2461 Townhill Infant School £986,007 £0 £986,007

2462 Weston Shore Infant School £559,897 (£53,831) £506,066

2463 Townhill Junior School £1,144,618 £0 £1,144,618

2468 Oakwood Infant School £647,624 £0 £647,624

2471 Oakwood Junior School £818,479 £0 £818,479

2754 Fairisle Infant and Nursery School £1,074,451 (£59,419) £1,015,033

2757 Fairisle Junior School £1,189,294 £0 £1,189,294

2769 Foundry Lane Primary School £1,489,638 (£42,291) £1,447,347

2770 Shirley Warren Primary School £1,223,030 (£62,674) £1,160,356

2771 Mason Moor Primary School £1,293,605 (£63,500) £1,230,105

3200 Bitterne CE(C) Junior School £811,775 £0 £811,775

3201 Bitterne CE(C) Infant School £638,898 £0 £638,898

3202 Freemantle C of E Community Academy £963,291 (£62,582) £900,709

3203 St Mark’s Church of England Voluntary Controlled Primary School£1,671,793 (£73,005) £1,598,788

3205 St Mary's CE(C) Primary School £2,062,920 (£33,060) £2,029,860

3655 Highfield Primary School £905,722 (£10,379) £895,342

3656 Springhill RC(A) Primary School £2,118,256 £0 £2,118,256

3657 Holy Family RC(A) Primary School £1,483,767 £0 £1,483,767

3658 St Patrick's RC(A) Primary School £1,124,809 (£22,777) £1,102,032

3659 Harefield Primary School £1,264,597 (£25,837) £1,238,760

Total School Summary £65,343,938 (£1,134,551) £64,209,388

4262 Regents Park Community College £4,203,181 £0 £4,203,181

4264 The Sholing Technology College £4,857,824 £0 £4,857,824

4270 Redbridge Community School £5,912,039 (£83,382) £5,828,657

4271 Chamberlayne College for the Arts £3,442,095 £0 £3,442,095

4275 Upper Shirley High School £3,531,508 £0 £3,531,508

4278 Bitterne Park School £7,603,614 (£657,231) £6,946,383

4306 Woodlands Community College £4,301,564 £0 £4,301,564

4311 Cantell Maths and Computing College £5,856,064 (£33,473) £5,822,591

5415 St George Catholic Voluntary Aided College £2,646,666 £0 £2,646,666

5417 St Anne's Catholic School £5,342,253 (£431,847) £4,910,406

6905 Lords Hill Academy £4,297,847 £0 £4,297,847

6906 Mayfield Academy £4,216,465 £0 £4,216,463

Total School Summary £56,211,122 (£1,205,933) £55,005,187

Grand Totals Across Primary & Secondary £121,555,060 (£2,340,484) £119,214,575

Note: Schools in italics are currently receiving MFG funding

Revised 2012-13 Budget Shares 

Base

DfE Name

School Budget 

Position Before 

Changes in 

School Funding 

Reform

9999

 Total 

Adjustment for 

High Needs, 

EFA, Primary 

Review 

NEW 2012-13 

BASE (Including 

MFG)

9999

9999

Cap Rate Required 

to Balance MFG
1.24%

Option 3

Variance Between 

Option 3 & 2012-13 

Base

MFG
Variance After MFG 

& CAP applied

£1,541,334 £7,980 £0 £7,980

£1,060,920 £49,445 (£38,098) £11,347

£1,397,763 £69,585 (£54,417) £15,168

£1,547,158 £123,701 (£107,264) £16,437

£695,812 (£111,984) £101,237 (£10,748)

£1,121,648 £37,876 (£25,590) £12,286

£786,618 (£135,789) £123,318 (£12,470)

£917,121 £72,193 (£62,851) £9,342

£849,935 £52,456 (£43,845) £8,611

£1,240,329 £104,281 (£91,392) £12,889

£972,067 £80,602 (£70,689) £9,913

£1,079,800 (£42,156) £26,689 (£15,467)

£1,247,148 £87,474 (£74,270) £13,204

£1,080,319 £104,043 (£93,101) £10,942

£2,052,588 £339,253 (£319,338) £19,916

£1,033,261 £90,199 (£79,645) £10,554

£1,565,320 £176,250 (£160,298) £15,952

£894,175 £49,593 (£40,226) £9,367

£661,254 (£7,538) £0 (£7,538)

£1,774,581 £260,990 (£243,528) £17,462

£1,002,828 £108,075 (£98,187) £9,889

£973,053 £89,468 (£79,736) £9,732

£971,748 £95,805 (£86,100) £9,705

£719,991 (£27,636) £17,688 (£9,948)

£835,277 (£17,863) £6,405 (£11,458)

£686,443 £25,456 (£18,379) £7,076

£1,335,125 £71,009 (£56,567) £14,442

£921,002 £59,279 (£49,773) £9,506

£1,278,997 £35,163 (£20,924) £14,239

£1,071,689 £86,831 (£75,763) £11,068

£856,715 £71,973 (£63,332) £8,641

£737,291 £26,777 (£19,076) £7,701

£934,604 £37,101 (£27,111) £9,990

£936,966 £18,927 (£8,974) £9,952

£1,145,339 £67,516 (£55,335) £12,182

£739,200 £20,053 (£12,290) £7,763

£804,020 (£15,691) £4,731 (£10,960)

£1,258,391 £51,071 (£37,363) £13,709

£685,241 £5,248 £0 £5,248

£906,256 £95,176 (£86,286) £8,889

£1,345,790 £106,651 (£92,493) £14,157

£1,066,252 £80,245 (£69,175) £11,070

£446,613 (£59,452) £53,081 (£6,371)

£1,319,905 £175,287 (£162,457) £12,830

£761,503 £113,879 (£107,011) £6,868

£902,949 £84,471 (£75,582) £8,888

£1,059,115 £44,082 (£32,734) £11,349

£1,270,152 £80,858 (£67,408) £13,450

£1,586,267 £138,920 (£122,357) £16,563

£1,026,467 (£133,889) £117,795 (£16,094)

£1,271,786 £41,681 (£27,664) £14,017

£886,399 £74,624 (£65,794) £8,831

£692,562 £53,664 (£46,939) £6,725

£961,657 £60,948 (£50,884) £10,064

£1,639,939 £41,151 (£23,016) £18,135

£2,012,680 (£17,179) £0 (£17,179)

£941,164 £45,822 (£35,789) £10,033

£2,354,698 £236,442 (£211,341) £25,100

£1,688,984 £205,217 (£187,937) £17,281

£1,215,647 £113,615 (£101,045) £12,570

£1,266,397 £27,637 (£13,813) £13,824

£68,036,254 £3,826,866 (£3,342,241) £484,625

£4,022,177 (£181,004) £120,390 (£60,615)

£4,931,909 £74,085 (£16,088) £57,996

£5,724,034 (£104,623) £21,017 (£83,606)

£3,067,114 (£374,981) £324,708 (£50,273)

£3,158,184 (£373,324) £321,632 (£51,692)

£7,189,619 £243,236 (£159,945) £83,290

£3,814,403 (£487,161) £426,278 (£60,883)

£5,313,912 (£508,679) £425,331 (£83,348)

£2,404,861 (£241,806) £203,371 (£38,434)

£4,716,043 (£194,363) £122,026 (£72,338)

£3,310,641 (£987,206) £924,309 (£62,897)

£3,525,541 (£690,922) £629,213 (£61,709)

£51,178,437 (£3,826,750) £3,342,241 (£484,508)

£119,214,691 £117 £0 £117
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 2013-14 School Funding Reform (Modelling Options)

Original 2012-13 

Budget Shares

ORIGINAL 2012-

13 BASE

2000 Bassett Green Primary School £1,545,794 (£12,440) £1,533,354

2001 Valentine Infant School £1,056,039 (£44,564) £1,011,475

2002 Thornhill Primary School £1,349,345 (£21,167) £1,328,178

2003 Newlands Primary School £1,423,457 £0 £1,423,457

2004 Sinclair Primary School £807,797 (£0) £807,797

2401 Mansel Primary School £1,123,088 (£39,317) £1,083,772

2404 Beechwood Junior School £922,489 (£82) £922,407

2405 Bevois Town Primary School £844,928 £0 £844,928

2406 Bitterne Manor Primary School £797,479 £0 £797,479

2407 Bitterne Park Junior School £1,136,048 £0 £1,136,048

2408 Bitterne Park Infant School £891,465 £0 £891,465

2409 Mount Pleasant Junior School £1,159,467 (£37,510) £1,121,957

2410 Maytree Nursery and Infant School £1,159,673 £0 £1,159,673

2416 Heathfield Junior School £976,276 £0 £976,276

2418 Ludlow Junior School £1,713,335 £0 £1,713,335

2419 Ludlow Infant School £943,062 £0 £943,062

2421 Portswood Primary School £1,389,070 £0 £1,389,070

2423 St Denys Primary School £844,582 £0 £844,582

2424 St Johns Primary and Nursery School £703,269 (£34,478) £668,791

2425 Shirley Junior School £1,513,591 £0 £1,513,591

2426 Shirley Infant School £894,753 £0 £894,753

2428 St Monica Infant School £883,585 £0 £883,585

2429 Sholing Junior School £875,943 £0 £875,943

2430 Sholing Infant School £800,687 (£53,061) £747,627

2431 Swaythling Primary School £853,141 £0 £853,141

2432 Woolston Infant School £660,987 £0 £660,987

2433 Weston Park Junior School £1,264,116 £0 £1,264,116

2434 Weston Park Infant School £861,723 £0 £861,723

2435 Tanners Brook Junior School £1,350,378 (£106,544) £1,243,834

2436 Tanners Brook Infant School £1,110,175 (£125,317) £984,858

2437 Glenfield Infant School £830,558 (£45,815) £784,743

2440 Banister Infant School £743,394 (£32,880) £710,514

2441 Mansbridge Primary School £897,503 £0 £897,503

2448 Redbridge Primary School £918,040 £0 £918,040

2450 Hightown Primary School £1,077,823 £0 £1,077,823

2452 Wordsworth Infant School £763,738 (£44,591) £719,147

2455 Moorlands Primary School £824,334 (£4,624) £819,711

2456 St Monica Junior School £1,207,320 £0 £1,207,320

2458 Hollybrook Infant School £679,993 £0 £679,993

2459 Hollybrook Junior School £811,081 £0 £811,081

2460 Kanes Hill Primary School £1,261,946 (£22,807) £1,239,140

2461 Townhill Infant School £986,007 £0 £986,007

2462 Weston Shore Infant School £559,897 (£53,831) £506,066

2463 Townhill Junior School £1,144,618 £0 £1,144,618

2468 Oakwood Infant School £647,624 £0 £647,624

2471 Oakwood Junior School £818,479 £0 £818,479

2754 Fairisle Infant and Nursery School £1,074,451 (£59,419) £1,015,033

2757 Fairisle Junior School £1,189,294 £0 £1,189,294

2769 Foundry Lane Primary School £1,489,638 (£42,291) £1,447,347

2770 Shirley Warren Primary School £1,223,030 (£62,674) £1,160,356

2771 Mason Moor Primary School £1,293,605 (£63,500) £1,230,105

3200 Bitterne CE(C) Junior School £811,775 £0 £811,775

3201 Bitterne CE(C) Infant School £638,898 £0 £638,898

3202 Freemantle C of E Community Academy £963,291 (£62,582) £900,709

3203 St Mark’s Church of England Voluntary Controlled Primary School£1,671,793 (£73,005) £1,598,788

3205 St Mary's CE(C) Primary School £2,062,920 (£33,060) £2,029,860

3655 Highfield Primary School £905,722 (£10,379) £895,342

3656 Springhill RC(A) Primary School £2,118,256 £0 £2,118,256

3657 Holy Family RC(A) Primary School £1,483,767 £0 £1,483,767

3658 St Patrick's RC(A) Primary School £1,124,809 (£22,777) £1,102,032

3659 Harefield Primary School £1,264,597 (£25,837) £1,238,760

Total School Summary £65,343,938 (£1,134,551) £64,209,388

4262 Regents Park Community College £4,203,181 £0 £4,203,181

4264 The Sholing Technology College £4,857,824 £0 £4,857,824

4270 Redbridge Community School £5,912,039 (£83,382) £5,828,657

4271 Chamberlayne College for the Arts £3,442,095 £0 £3,442,095

4275 Upper Shirley High School £3,531,508 £0 £3,531,508

4278 Bitterne Park School £7,603,614 (£657,231) £6,946,383

4306 Woodlands Community College £4,301,564 £0 £4,301,564

4311 Cantell Maths and Computing College £5,856,064 (£33,473) £5,822,591

5415 St George Catholic Voluntary Aided College £2,646,666 £0 £2,646,666

5417 St Anne's Catholic School £5,342,253 (£431,847) £4,910,406

6905 Lords Hill Academy £4,297,847 £0 £4,297,847

6906 Mayfield Academy £4,216,465 £0 £4,216,463

Total School Summary £56,211,122 (£1,205,933) £55,005,187

Grand Totals Across Primary & Secondary £121,555,060 (£2,340,484) £119,214,575

Note: Schools in italics are currently receiving MFG funding

Revised 2012-13 Budget Shares 

Base

DfE Name

School Budget 

Position Before 

Changes in 

School Funding 

Reform

9999

 Total 

Adjustment for 

High Needs, 

EFA, Primary 

Review 

NEW 2012-13 

BASE (Including 

MFG)

9999

9999

Cap Rate Required 

to Balance MFG
1.49%

Option 4

Variance Between 

Option 4 & 2012-13 

Base

MFG
Variance After MFG 

& CAP applied

£1,574,964 £41,610 (£20,771) £20,840

£1,094,550 £83,075 (£69,949) £13,126

£1,431,393 £103,215 (£85,501) £17,715

£1,580,788 £157,331 (£138,093) £19,238

£729,442 (£78,354) £68,111 (£10,243)

£1,155,278 £71,506 (£57,252) £14,254

£820,248 (£102,159) £90,193 (£11,966)

£950,751 £105,823 (£95,104) £10,719

£883,565 £86,086 (£76,244) £9,842

£1,273,959 £137,911 (£122,932) £14,979

£1,005,697 £114,232 (£102,826) £11,406

£1,113,430 (£8,526) £0 (£8,526)

£1,280,778 £121,104 (£105,747) £15,358

£1,113,949 £137,673 (£125,031) £12,642

£2,086,218 £372,883 (£349,466) £23,417

£1,066,891 £123,829 (£111,653) £12,176

£1,598,950 £209,880 (£191,222) £18,658

£927,805 £83,223 (£72,471) £10,752

£694,884 £26,092 (£17,936) £8,157

£1,808,211 £294,620 (£274,148) £20,472

£1,036,458 £141,705 (£130,327) £11,378

£1,006,683 £123,098 (£111,907) £11,191

£1,005,378 £129,435 (£118,277) £11,158

£753,621 £5,994 £0 £5,994

£868,907 £15,767 (£4,967) £10,800

£720,073 £59,086 (£51,083) £8,003

£1,368,755 £104,639 (£87,791) £16,847

£954,632 £92,909 (£81,988) £10,920

£1,312,627 £68,793 (£52,189) £16,604

£1,105,319 £120,461 (£107,665) £12,796

£890,345 £105,603 (£95,721) £9,882

£770,921 £60,407 (£51,653) £8,754

£968,234 £70,731 (£59,229) £11,502

£970,596 £52,557 (£41,099) £11,458

£1,178,969 £101,146 (£87,012) £14,135

£772,830 £53,683 (£44,853) £8,829

£837,650 £17,939 (£7,656) £10,283

£1,292,021 £84,701 (£68,733) £15,969

£718,871 £38,878 (£30,613) £8,265

£939,886 £128,806 (£118,623) £10,182

£1,379,420 £140,281 (£123,772) £16,508

£1,099,882 £113,875 (£101,074) £12,801

£480,243 (£25,822) £19,956 (£5,867)

£1,353,535 £208,917 (£194,002) £14,916

£795,133 £147,509 (£139,753) £7,756

£936,579 £118,101 (£107,918) £10,182

£1,092,745 £77,712 (£64,575) £13,137

£1,303,782 £114,488 (£98,828) £15,660

£1,619,897 £172,550 (£153,152) £19,398

£1,060,097 (£100,259) £84,670 (£15,590)

£1,305,416 £75,311 (£58,969) £16,342

£920,029 £108,254 (£98,140) £10,114

£726,192 £87,294 (£79,708) £7,586

£995,287 £94,578 (£82,982) £11,596

£1,673,569 £74,781 (£53,493) £21,287

£2,046,310 £16,451 £0 £16,451

£974,794 £79,452 (£67,893) £11,559

£2,388,328 £270,072 (£240,420) £29,652

£1,722,614 £238,847 (£218,585) £20,262

£1,249,277 £147,245 (£132,639) £14,606

£1,300,027 £61,267 (£45,155) £16,112

£70,087,684 £5,878,296 (£5,165,861) £712,436

£3,799,897 (£403,284) £343,174 (£60,110)

£4,768,929 (£88,896) £18,946 (£69,950)

£5,432,278 (£396,379) £313,278 (£83,102)

£2,959,472 (£482,623) £432,854 (£49,768)

£3,055,482 (£476,026) £424,838 (£51,188)

£6,924,332 (£22,051) £0 (£22,051)

£3,751,887 (£549,677) £489,299 (£60,378)

£5,033,125 (£789,466) £706,622 (£82,844)

£2,355,794 (£290,872) £252,943 (£37,930)

£4,634,374 (£276,032) £204,198 (£71,833)

£3,113,317 (£1,184,530) £1,122,137 (£62,393)

£3,297,687 (£918,776) £857,572 (£61,205)

£49,126,575 (£5,878,612) £5,165,861 (£712,752)

£119,214,259 (£316) £0 (£316)
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2013-14 School Funding Reform (Analysis of Modelling Options)

Option 1 

Allocation of 

existing 

funding over 9 

new factors

Option 2         

Initial funding 

reform 

workshop 

changes to 

AWPU, LAC & 

Lump Sum

Option 3 

Additional 

funding 

reform 

workshop 

changes to 

IDACI 

Option 4 

Incorporates 

all funding 

reform 

workshop 

changes & 

SEN

AWPU (Primary) £2,722.56 £3,000.00 £3,000.00 £3,000.00 £4,000.00

AWPU (KS3) £0.00 £0.00 £0.00 £0.00 £0.00

AWPU (KS4) £0.00 £0.00 £0.00 £0.00 £0.00

AWPU (Secondary) £4,162.47 £4,000.00 £4,000.00 £4,000.00 £4,000.00

Free School Meals (P) £471.58 £471.58 £471.58 £471.58 £0.00

Free School Meals (S) £678.33 £678.33 £678.33 £678.33 £0.00

IDACI (P1) £230.00 £230.00 £0.00 £0.00 £500.00

IDACI (P2) £350.50 £350.50 £0.00 £0.00 £500.00

IDACI (P3) £455.00 £455.00 £500.00 £500.00 £750.00

IDACI (P4) £685.00 £685.00 £800.00 £800.00 £1,000.00

IDACI (P5) £912.00 £912.00 £1,200.00 £1,200.00 £1,250.00

IDACI (S1) £230.00 £230.00 £0.00 £0.00 £500.00

IDACI (S2) £350.50 £350.50 £0.00 £0.00 £500.00

IDACI (S3) £455.00 £455.00 £500.00 £500.00 £750.00

IDACI (S4) £685.00 £685.00 £800.00 £800.00 £1,000.00

IDACI (S5) £912.00 £912.00 £1,200.00 £1,200.00 £1,250.00

3) Looked After Children LAC £0.00 £678.33 £678.33 £678.33 £0.00

Low Attainment (P) £900.92 £900.92 £900.92 £900.92 £0.00

Low Attainment (S) £2,784.32 £2,784.32 £2,784.32 £900.92 £0.00

5) English as an Additional 

Language
EAL £927.34 £927.34 £927.34 £927.34 £0.00

Mobility (P)

Mobility (S)

7) Lump Sum Lump Sum £118,530.00 £77,325.00 £77,000.00 £110,630.00 Up to £200,000

8) Split Sites Split Sites £0.00 £0.00 £0.00 £0.00 £0.00

9) Rates Rates £0.00 £0.00 £0.00 £0.00 £0.00

10) PFI funding PFI funding £0.00 £0.00 £0.00 £0.00 £0.00

11) Existing Sixth Form 

Commitments
Historical Factors Only £0.00 £0.00 £0.00 £0.00 £0.00

72% 74% 74% 74% 60%

91% 94% 94% 92% 80%

£24,123 £26,160 £25,100 £29,652 No constraints

£81,091 £86,690 £83,290 (£22,050.88) No constraints

(£28,346.23) (£28,964.31) (£17,179.38) (£15,589.78) No constraints

(£82,657.32) (£83,538.21) (£83,606.08) (£83,101.63) No constraints

£3,781 £7,833 £7,945 £11,679 No constraints

(£19,177.43) (£39,834.01) (£40,375.69) (£59,395.97) No constraints

1.33 1.24 1.24 1.16 Average 1:1.27

1.21% 1.29% 1.24% 1.49% No constraints

Notes: The above funding analysis does not include the amount currently held in the growth fund for Primary Review of £818k.

The above does not include the new delegations of £929K from the central expenditure elements of DSG.
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BRIEFING PAPER 
 

  

SUBJECT: Final Allocation of Dedicated Schools Grant 2012/13  

DATE: 18 July 2012 

RECIPIENT: SCHOOLS FORUM 

  

THIS IS NOT A DECISION PAPER 

SUMMARY: 

1. The Department for Education has now confirmed the final allocation of the Dedicated 
Schools Grant (DSG) for 2012/13.   

BACKGROUND and BRIEFING DETAILS: 

2. The Department for Education has announced the Dedicated Schools Grant allocation for 
2012/13, see table 1.  The allocation, £148,411,000 before the recoupment deduction made 
for Academies is £15,000 more than that reported to Schools Forum in March, and £10,000 
more than the estimate made by the DSG Working Group in March 2012. 

Table 1: DSG allocation 2012/13 

2012/13 Reported to 
Forum  

7 March 2012 

Final estimate 
of Working 

Group 

Actual 

Guaranteed unit of funding per pupil £5,123.29 £5,123.29 £5,123.29 
Pupil count 28,965 28,966 28,968 
    

Dedicated Schools Grant - before 
Academy deduction. £148,396,000 

 
£148,401,000 

 
£148,411,000 

Percentage increase 1.31% 1.31% 1.31% 
 

3. The additional £10,000 was due to an additional two pupils registered at the Medical 
Unit/Tremona Road.  The additional resource will be added to the Intervention Fund for 
2012-13. 

 

Further Information Available From: Name: Chris Tombs 

 Tel:  3785 

E-mail:  Chris.tombs@southampton.gov.uk 
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BRIEFING PAPER 
 

  

SUBJECT: Best Practice Review of the Role of Schools Forum 

DATE: 18th July 2012 

RECIPIENT: SCHOOLS’ FORUM 

  

 

SUMMARY: 

 This paper reviews the recent research produced by Local Government Association on 
good practice review of the role of Schools Forums.  

BACKGROUND and BRIEFING DETAILS: 

1. 

 

The Local Government Association (LGA) commissioned the National Foundation for 
Educational Research (NFER) to explore the current role, operation and impact of 
Schools Forums in England.   

2. 

 

The research included confidential and anonymous interviews with representatives from 
schools forums across the country.  The report published in May 2012 provides 
recommendations on best practice.  

KEY FINDINGS: 

3. The research concludes that: 

• Schools Forums were generally perceived to have a strong influence on funding 
decisions and provide a platform for discussion at the strategic level about funding 
decisions at the local level.    

• Effectiveness of schools forums was characterised in terms of connected, proactive 
and child centred behaviour, including effective communication within forums with 
Local Authority staff as well as the wider educational community.  

• In the most proactive Schools Forums there was clear evidence that the funding 
formula was developed through consultation.  

• Schools Forums valued the contribution of councillors and cabinet members as this 
provided a council perspective, expert advice, feedback on education issues. 
Information and advice.  

• Although Schools Forums’ meetings were ‘open’, members of the public were not 
actively invited and rarely attended meetings. 

4. Looking to the future, interviewees expressed a lack of clarity about the role and status 
of Schools Forums in general, there was uncertainty about whether the changes around 
the outcome of the national funding consultation will result in a strengthened or reduced 
role for schools forum. 
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CONCLUSIONS: 

95 Schools Forums play a significant role in influencing and shaping local education 
funding. They provide a collaborative and consultative platform for strategic discussion 
and contribute to local decision making. 

RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SCHOOLS: 

6. Schools Forum might want to consider the recommendations:  

• Training should be provided to all School Forum members to ensure that they have 
confidence and competence to effectively engage in and challenge local education 
funding decisions. 

• The process they adopt to disseminate, with clarity, decisions to constituents, 
stakeholders and the wider community 

• Periodically reviews of effectiveness should include a review of the remit and role of 
subgroups to maximise their contribution and ensure its relevance.  

• Continuous review of membership to ensure the forum is representative of the local 
community. 

RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LAs: 

7. Local authorities might want to consider the recommendations: 

• Periodically review the level, type and frequency of involvement that senior managers 
and officers have in Schools Forums given that the changing policy and priorities for 
the education, support and well-being of children and young people.  

• Increased promotion of the schools forum and its role and remit within the LA, and 
more widely among constituents, is recommended in order that the wider 
understanding and recognition of its responsibilities is achieved. 
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Background

Schools forums have a consultative and advisory role in

school funding and financial matters. They have been a

statutory requirement in every local authority (LA) in

England since 2003. The key areas of work are a) the

school funding formula; b) contracts and financial

issues. Schools forums do not hold a budget and

regulations do not allow a decision-making role.

Currently, all LAs in England receive the main element

of education funding through the Dedicated Schools

Grant (DSG) and have some discretion in determining

the way that this grant is distributed across schools.

The Government are currently proposing the

development of a national formula to distribute the

DSG more fairly across LAs while ensuring that LAs and

schools forums still have a role in distributing those

funds between the schools, the early years settings and

high-needs pupils as deemed appropriate at the local

level. However, the degree of discretion at the local

level is yet to be determined.  

The Local Government Association (LGA) commissioned

the National Foundation for Educational Research

(NFER) to explore the current role, operation and

impact of schools forums in England.

Key findings

•  The research evidence indicates that schools forums

influence and shape the amount of funding that goes

to different educational providers. They were

generally perceived to have a strong influence on

funding decisions.

•  Schools forums provide a platform for discussion at

the strategic level about funding decisions at the

local level. 

•  Effectiveness was characterised in terms of

connected, proactive and child-centred behaviour.

This includes effective communication within schools

forums with LA staff as well as the wider educational

community; full engagement of all members; training

to facilitate members to challenge effectively; and an

informed understanding of education policy and the

broader demands on the LA. Distinct models of

operation did not emerge as defining characteristics

of schools forums.

•  In the most proactive schools forums there was clear

evidence that the funding formula is developed

through consultation, characterised by transparency,

continuous negotiation, the sharing of information

and members work together to achieve the best

outcome for all children and young people.

•  Schools forums valued the contribution of councillors

and cabinet members because they provide a council

perspective, expert advice, feedback on education

issues, information and advice. Their involvement

gave schools forums the opportunity to have views,

ideas and issues represented and considered at

council level. 

•  Schools forums were broadly representative of their

local education community in terms of phase and

type of school. Local communities were represented

on schools forums through the involvement of

councillors, teacher unions, diocesan representatives

and the press. 

•  Although schools forums’ meetings were ‘open’,

members of the public were not actively invited and

rarely attended meetings. 

•  Interviewees identified a range of barriers to

achieving the goals of schools forums which included

a lack of funding, time, personalities (related to

dominant characters and personality clashes) and

uncertainty surrounding the future of schools forums.

•  Looking to the future, interviewees expressed a lack

of clarity about the role and status of schools forums

in general. The outcome of the national funding

consultation is expected to reduce the current

ambiguity. There was uncertainty about whether the

changes will result in a strengthened or reduced role
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for schools forums. The impact on funding decisions

of the increased number of academies was also a key

current discussion point in schools forums.

•  Key advice for other schools forums included: open

and transparent communications; respectful

relationships within the forum and between the

forum and LA; a commitment to a shared vision and

set of values; appropriate support for members; and

adequate publicity of the schools forum role, remit

and elections. 

Conclusion and recommendations

Schools forums play a significant role in influencing

and shaping local education funding. They provide a

collaborative and consultative platform for strategic

discussion and contribute to local decision making.

Drawing on a wide spectrum of stakeholders’

knowledge, views and experience ensures that funding

decisions are shaped by open dialogue, informed

debate and challenge.

The research indicates that schools forums are

responsive to the changing educational policy context,

particularly in terms of the growth of academies and

the implications this has for the representativeness of

their membership, as well as funding and service

provision.

A more connected and proactive way of working

characterised the most effective schools forums  in

terms of representing the interests of the local

educational community and the children and young

people it serves. The most effective schools forums

operate in an open and transparent way, are accessible

to the public, consult extensively with stakeholders,

communicate effectively, are engaged in the detail of

decision making and have a common strategic vision

and commitment to meet the needs of all young

people in the area. 

Recommendations

The research indicates that schools forums will benefit

from greater clarity about the proposed national

funding formula in order to facilitate better planning

and enhanced confidence in a time of economic

uncertainty. Additionally, schools forums would value

better guidance about the academies funding regime,

working alongside the existing system for maintained

schools, in order to achieve the best outcomes for all

children and young people.

Recommendations for schools forums

•  Ongoing training for schools forums’ members to

ensure they have confidence and competence to

effectively engage in and challenge local education

funding decisions.

•  Children and young people may benefit from schools

forums working more creatively with reduced

funding, for example, encouraging federations of

schools. 

•  Schools forums need to continue to review their

membership to ensure that they are representative of

the local community.

•  When evaluating their effectiveness, it is advisable

for schools forums periodically to review the remit

and role of subgroups to maximise their contribution

and ensure its relevance.  

•  Schools forums need to examine how well they

disseminate, and how clearly they explain, decisions

to constituents, stakeholders and the wider

community. 

•  Schools forums will benefit from considering the

extent to which their practice reflects the

characteristics of the more connected and proactive

behaviour outlined above. 

Recommendations for LAs

•  Schools forums will benefit from LAs providing

opportunities to inform and build links in order to

increase understanding of local education funding in

its fullest national and local context.

•  LAs need to periodically review the level, type and

frequency of involvement that senior managers and

officers have in schools forums given the changing

policy and priorities for the education, support and

well-being of children and young people. 
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•  When evaluating their working relationship with

schools forums, it is advisable that LAs are aware

that being responsive to requests for the provision of

thorough briefings on statutory and policy

developments is greatly valued by schools forums’

members, as this helps them to provide more

informed scrutiny and challenge. 

•  The further promotion of the schools forum and its

role and remit within the LA, and more widely among

constituents, is recommended in order to ensure that

wider understanding and recognition of its

responsibilities is achieved. Further research on how

this aim could be realised is worthy of consideration. 

Methodology

This executive summary presents key findings from nine

case studies based on 40 telephone interviews with the

LA officer responsible for the schools forum, forum

Chairs, forum members (including school and non-

school members) and constituent members. The

research included a desk review of current models of

schools forums in LAs by an analysis of 92 schools

forums’ websites, undertaken before the case study

interviews in order to inform the sampling of the good

practice case studies and the development of the

telephone interview instruments.
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1    Introduction
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1.1   Policy background

Currently, all local authorities (LAs) in England receive

a portion of education funding (the Dedicated Schools

Grant (DSG)) and have some discretion in determining

the way that this grant is distributed across schools.

However, because there is currently no national

funding formula (instead a Guaranteed Unit of Funding

(GUF) per pupil is allocated to each LA) this means

that the full and ever-changing demographic profile of

an LA is not considered in the national distribution of

funds. The schools White Paper The Importance of

Teaching2, published by the Coalition Government, sets

out the view that the current funding system is unfair,

based upon outdated assumptions and, therefore, in

need of reform. Since the White Paper was released a

rapid increase in the number of schools converting to

academy status has resulted in yet more anomalies

and the Government is currently undertaking a third

consultation on school funding.

The Government’s most recent publication on the

status of schools forums3 has guaranteed some level of

discretion at the local level, while reducing the number

of factors used to determine local formulae. They also

propose to make changes to the composition (for

example, the requirement to have a minimum number

of 15 members will be removed) and operation of

schools forums to ensure they are transparent and

announce a role for the Education Funding Agency in

upholding fairness in local decision making. 

It is in this context that the Local Government

Association (LGA) asked the NFER to further explore

the current role, operation and impact of schools

forums in England. The following section sets out the

aims of the study along with the research

methodology. 

Schools forums have a consultative and advisory role in

school funding and financial matters and have been a

statutory requirement in every local authority in

England since 2003. The key functions of schools

forums are set in statute and include the requirement

for consultation on the school funding formula,

contracts and financial issues. They do not hold a

budget and regulations do not allow a decision-

making role.1

The membership of each schools forum consists of:

•  representatives from schools (most commonly

headteachers and governors), 

•  representatives from the wider community (such as

early years professionals or members of the 14–19

partnership; known as non-school members),

•  non-voting observers such as councillors or members

of the public. 

The membership of schools forums has been

progressively extended and the most recent revisions

to the schools forums (England) Regulations in 2010

were put in place to encourage a membership which is

more representative of the education and wider

community.  Therefore, it is now required that the

number of school members by school phase and type

must be proportional to pupil numbers. In addition,

schools forums must also include at least one academy

representative, one special school representative and

one nursery school representative. It is also now no

longer optional, but a statutory duty, for schools

forums to appoint non-school members. 

1 A useful summary of schools forums’ role and responsibilities can be found at
http://media.education.gov.uk/assets/files/xls/s/schools%20forums%20responsibilities.xls (Available February 2012)

2 The Importance of Teaching. School White Paper, 2010, DfE

3 School Funding Reform: Next Steps Towards Fairer Systems, DfE, March 2012



1.2   Aims of the study and
methodology

The purpose of the study was to carry out a good

practice review of the role of schools forums.

Specifically, our research team aimed to address the

following objectives to:

1  provide the LGA with an overview of the models of

schools forums currently in existence across local

authorities in England, including an assessment of

the different approaches to forums with regard to

their nature, structure and decision-making powers

2  suggest possible ways that schools forums might

develop in the future including new practices which

might improve schools forums

3  gain greater insight into good practice in relation to

schools forums.

Methodology

The research design comprised:

•  A desk review of current models of schools forums in

local authorities. The desk research had two

purposes. Firstly, to identify the current models of

schools forums within local authorities and secondly,

to contribute to informing the sampling of the good

practice case studies and the development of the

telephone interview instruments.

•  Qualitative telephone interviews with up to five

interviewees in nine good practice case-study local

authorities. 

Sample strategy

The sample of good practice case studies was identified

through a call for information through NFER’s network

of link officers in each local authority (who liaise with

researchers about projects involving authorities) and a

subsequent verification process. The sample of nine

good practice case studies, therefore, included:

•  schools forums that displayed good or promising

practice characteristics (as identified through analysis

of the websites and in agreement with the LGA.

More detail on the criteria identified is available in

Chapter 2) 

•  a representation of different types of local authorities

(county, unitary and metropolitan) in different

geographical locations 

•  a proportionate inclusion of local authorities where

more than 50 per cent are academies (converter and

sponsored academies)

•  a representation of different types of schools forums’

members, for example: 

   – Chairs 

   – secondary, primary and special school

headteachers

   – secondary, primary and special school governors

   – representatives from other bodies, for example, the

local diocese, early years, councillors and 14–19

partnerships.

   – representatives from academies and free schools

   – non-member constituents.

In total, 40 interviews were undertaken with nine at LA

level, 26 forum members, one councillor, one cabinet

member and three non-member constituents.  More

detail about the sample can be found in the technical

appendix.  

Interviews

The interviews with schools forums’ members were

carried out over the telephone between December

2011 and February 2012. The purpose of the interviews

was to gain participants’ views on the forums, impact

and influence, and how they might develop in the

future. 

The structure of this report

This report begins by detailing our approach to, and

the findings from, the review of schools forums’

websites (Chapter 2). It outlines the criteria used to
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identify schools forums that display characteristics of

good or promising practice and outlines the most

prominent model of operation evidenced by those

schools forums displaying the most promising practice.

The third chapter of the report includes a brief

description of the perceived purpose of the schools

forums, how they operate across the case-study areas

and more specifically, their role in terms of funding

decisions. Chapter 4 looks at the extent to which

schools forums are perceived to be representative of

constituent parties and the involvement of other

members of the wider community. The following

chapter (Chapter 5) examines the influence of schools

forums on different types of educational provision and

provides case-study examples of good practice. The

views of interviewees on the future, possible changes

to schools forums and advice to other forums will be

explored in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 concludes the

report by summarising key findings and

recommendations for schools forums and LAs. 
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Key findings

•    The review of 92 schools forums’ websites

revealed aspects of promising practice in terms

of visibility to the constituent members of the

schools forum. Key characteristics included

accessible information, transparency, effective

communication, wide consultation, proactive

practice and engagement with specialist

sectors.

•    Different mechanistic models of operation did

not emerge. Rather, there emerged a pattern of

schools forum behaviour that could be

described as more connected and proactive.

•    Characteristics of connected and proactive

schools forums are where representatives

communicate well both amongst themselves,

with the LA and with their constituent

members, where all members are fully engaged

in the schools forum, where training is offered

and where the members and the Chair have a

comprehensive understanding of education

policy and the broader demands on the LA.

•    In addition, this connected and proactive

method of operation encompasses a

fundamental appreciation that the purpose of

the forum is to serve the best interests of every

child and young person above any other

motivations such as sector interests or those

associated with different types of school.

This chapter provides a brief outline of the findings of

the review of the schools forums’ websites, the criteria

used to identify schools forums that display

characteristics of best practice and an outline of the

model, or method of operation, that predominates

amongst the schools forums considered to be most

effective. 

2.1   Review of schools forums’
websites

As detailed in Chapter 1, a key element of the research

methodology encompassed a review of schools forums’

websites. In agreement with the LGA the call for

information specifically asked for:

•  the name and contact details of the local authority

officer responsible (clerk to the forum)

•  the membership including the local authority officers

attending

•  how the public/community are informed about

meetings

•  a link to information posted on the local authority

website

•  the most recent meeting minutes

•  any review of operation and membership undertaken

in response to the revised regulations and guidance

in 2010/11

•  evidence of best practice in terms of the role of the

schools forum (for example, confirmatory data from

partners or schools within the local authority for

verification purposes)

•  the role of cabinet members and other councillors.

In total we received a response from 72 local

authorities, 15 of which sent a link to information

available on their website, and 57 who responded

directly to the proforma of questions we distributed.

The websites of these local authorities were reviewed

for information about their schools forum and a

judgement made about the accessibility, visibility and

currency of information. We also proactively reviewed a

further 20 local authority websites, bringing the total

local authority websites reviewed to 92.  
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2.2   Models of schools forums

Our analysis of the 92 schools forums’ websites

revealed aspects of promising practice in terms of

visibility to the constituent members of the schools

forum. Key characteristics included:

•  schools forums’ meetings being accessible to the

public and information about the times and the

venue of meetings being readily available

•  the agenda, discussions and decisions made at the

schools forums’ meetings appearing to be

transparent and communicated effectively to all

parties

•  evidence that members consult widely, for example,

with their constituents

•  evidence of proactive practice, for example, there are

sub-committees and groups

•  evidence of engaging with specialist sectors, for

example, early years, in order to better inform

practice and planning.

In agreement with the LGA the NFER selected case

studies, on which to base the review of best practice in

schools forums, from those websites that displayed the

above characteristics.

On further examination of these characteristics when

undertaking the case-study interviews, and bearing in

mind that all schools forums have to adhere to

membership being  proportionate to pupil numbers

across school type, the search for different and

distinctive operational  models did not identify any. 

In practice, schools forums operate in diverse ways

depending on, for example, the type of LA in terms of

whether it was a unitary, rural or urban authority. For

example, a rural authority may have different priorities

such as large numbers of small primary schools and

considerations such as full attendance at every schools

forums’ meeting might be hard to achieve. In addition,

historical relationships between LAs and schools and

between sectors, such as primary and secondary, might

also influence the structure, operation and decision

making of schools forums. 

However, regardless of the size or type of the LA, and

the extent of use of subgroups, there emerged a

pattern of different approaches to schools forums’

meetings that appeared to override considerations such

as the nature and structure of the forums and could be

described as more connected and proactive in terms of

their decision-making powers. More connected and

proactive in the sense that:

•  Representatives communicate well both amongst

themselves, for example, through either sector or

subgroup meetings before the full forum meeting,

and with their constituent members through

consultation either via sector meetings such as the

secondary headteachers’ forum or through full

consultation with all constituent members. Effective

structure and preparation of meetings and papers

was also an important factor in aiding

communications.  

•  In the more proactive schools forums there was

evidence of more focused activity with full

engagement of all forum members, training offered

to members and forums being chaired by a

representative who has a comprehensive

understanding of education policy and who actively

fosters good relations with the LA.

•  Representatives have acquired an understanding of

the wider policy context and the broader demands

on the LA.

In addition, this connected, proactive and child-centred

method of operation encompasses a fundamental

appreciation that the purpose of the forum is to serve

the best interests of every child and young person

above any other motivations such as sector (for

example, secondary or primary) interests or those

associated with different types of schools (such as

maintained schools or academies).
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Key findings

•    Schools forums were felt to be an important

contact point between the LA and education

providers so that through debate, discussion,

and challenge, secure financial strategic

planning and an equitable distribution of

finance is achieved for all pupils within the LA. 

•    Forum members reported valuing the

contribution of councillors and cabinet

members both for their areas of experise, the

council perspective they provide and as a

conduit to pass forum views back to council.

•    It was generally agreed that there is good

representation from different sectors, as laid

down in each constitution. The emergence of

academies was reported to be a current

consideration in terms of representation.

•    The evidence indicated that subgroups are

used to both provide a setting where details

can be discussed and to expedite decision

making at the full schools forum meeting.

•    The LAs were widely perceived to be

responsive to requests from the schools forums

and to provide thorough briefings on statutory

duties and policy developments.  

•    In the most proactive schools forums there was

clear evidence that the funding formula is

developed through a highly consultative

procedure, characterised by transparency,

continuous negotiation where joint decisions

are taken, the use of a process of modelling

and where there is a high degree of

involvement of all forum members.

Furthermore, there was an underpinning

recognition that ‘it’s about what’s best for all

the children overall’. 

•    There was broad consensus that the scope and

range of issues discussed encompass anything

to do with finance and funding. Two key

current discussion points are the impact of

academy status on the distribution of funding

and the uncertainty surrounding the possible

national funding formula.

This chapter explores the role and purpose of the

schools forum, the involvement of schools forums in

funding decisions and provides examples of the scope

and range of current issues being discussed.

3.1   Role and purpose of the
schools forum 

It was reported that schools forums felt that the role of

the schools forum is to provide a contact point

between the LA and education providers so that

providers are consulted about funding decisions that

will affect them. Similarly, the forum is perceived to be

a place of debate, discussion, and challenge and one

which influences rather than authorises and provides

guidance and support with regard to financial strategic

planning.

They also highlighted the importance of the schools

forum ensuring that there is an equitable distribution

of finance to all pupils within the LA. One member of a

schools forum explained that the purpose of the

schools forum is to ‘make sure that all children in the

city get a fair allocation of the funding’.  

3.1.1 Role of schools forums’ members

LA officers, forum Chairs and forum members were in

agreement that there are two key elements to forum

members’ role. Firstly, decision making  where forum

members sit on the schools forum to represent their

constituents, to facilitate agreement and vote when

necessary. Secondly, their role is discussion  and there
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was consensus that forum members have a duty to

represent their constituents and to discuss and debate

items raised on the agenda.

Further, different forum members were perceived to

have different roles as follows:

•  Beyond complying with statutory requirements, key

responsibilities of the forum Chair of the schools

forum are, in consultation with the LA officer, to set

the agenda, to ensure that no individual dominates

and everyone has a voice and to make sure that

proceedings progress so that all items on the agenda

are discussed. One forum Chair  explained: ‘it’s about

holding it all together and making sure things

proceed … making sure it’s not about one person’s

agenda being heard, it’s about getting across

everybody’s views’.

•  LA officers were seen to inform discussions with

updates on relevant policy agendas, to answer forum

members’ questions, to provide papers on financial

issues and to ensure that other LA officers

understand the role of the schools forum.

•  In addition to voting and debating roles (described

above), main responsibilities of forum members

include consulting, representing and feeding back to

their constituents. It was noted that although schools

forums’ members are education professionals, non-

schools forum members such as governors, early

years and church  representatives contribute a valued

wider perspective to discussions.

3.1.2 Role of councillors

The case studies revealed that schools forums valued

the contribution of councillors for two main reasons.

First, councillors provided a council perspective and

feedback on education issues as well as information

and advice. Second, councillors’ involvement gave

schools forums the opportunity to have forums’ views,

ideas and issues represented and considered at council

level. 

Councillors  were reported to attend schools forums’

meetings on a regular, or sometimes an occasional

basis, when there were specific issues that the schools

forum considered they needed to discuss with them or

when councillors thought that they needed to present

a case. Although they were reported to be observers

who did not have voting rights, they played an active

role as this cabinet member for education pointed out:

‘I am there as an observer. I can’t vote although I do

express my opinion and answer questions’. The

research indicated that of those cabinet members who

attend schools forums the most common portfolio held

was one associated with children’s services and

education.

Schools forums’ members appreciated the advice and

information councillors offered and their reports on

specific issues from the council’s perspective as this

Chair noted: ‘Getting councillors in the room is

important – having “feedback from council” on the

agenda helps with this’. If a schools forum wanted

more information on a particular council decision or

issue, the councillor would then take this back to

cabinet for consultation and clarification. 

Schools forums’ members noted that councillors’

involvement helped to inform councillors about local

education issues, including funding, from a range of

perspectives, as this interviewee indicated:  ‘They tend

not to say a lot but listen a lot before they go back to

their cabinet meetings and make their decisions’. A

councillor said that he attended meetings to hear the

debate so that he was aware of how the schools forum

had made the decision to make a recommendation.

Another councillor explained that when an item on the

schools forum meeting agenda was debated ‘they

discuss how they would like it to impact on them and

that recommendation is then put further up the

decision-making chain, i.e. the cabinet as a

recommendation to how they want to move forward’. 

3.1.3 Attendance of members

It was generally agreed that there was good

representation from different sectors, as laid down in

the constitution, as one forum Chair explained:

‘membership is proportional to pupil numbers per

phase. Other members include representatives from the

private, voluntary and independent (PVI) sector,

diocese, free churches, minority groups, training

providers, 14–19 sector, County Council’. The

emergence of academies was reported to be a current

consideration in terms of representation. Although

there was some discussion about the method of

election of academy members (for example, whether a
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forum member from a maintained school that converts

to academy status automatically retains their

membership) and the power of academy members (for

example, whether they have equal voting rights as

forum members from other institutions), interviewees

were concerned to ensure that academies have

representation.

Schools forums’ meetings were well attended.

Additionally, strategies were reported to ensure good

attendance, for example, having appointed deputies to

attend in the absence of a member and asking

representatives, if they have missed three consecutive

meetings, if they wish to continue on the schools

forum. Interviewees explained that schools forums’

meetings occurred on average five or six times per year,

with possible additional meetings around the budget

time. Although it was reported that alternative venues

had been used, there was widespread agreement that

holding the meetings at the same location is sensible

especially one with ample parking facilities. Schools

forum meetings were stated to be held at different

times of the day from 8am to 6pm. In some cases they

changed the time of day so members do not ‘miss the

same portion of the day every time’.

3.1.4 Working arrangements

All of the schools forums selected for this research had

subcommittees (see Chapter 2 for details of inclusion).

The evidence indicated that subgroups are used to both

provide a setting where details, described as the ‘nitty-

gritty’ by one LA officer, can be discussed and to

expedite decision making at the schools forum

meeting. One LA officer observed that ‘it’s what goes

on in the subgroups … that matters’. 

Budget working groups or finance groups are common

subgroups and are most likely to be permanent.  It was

also evident that subgroups are temporarily used to

meet policy drives, such as an early years working

group set up to prepare the early years funding

formula. Further, task and finish groups are perceived

to be an effective way to accelerate completion of

undertakings. It was observed that the main driver for

the subgroup model of schools forums is the size of the

forum and there has to be transparency and adherence

to decision making always being undertaken at the full

schools forum meeting.

Illustration of effective use of 

sub-groups

In one largely rural LA in the south of England

schools forum representatives meet within their

sectors (for example, governors, primary

headteachers and secondary headteachers) an

hour before the full meeting. They go through the

agenda and address questions such as ‘do we

have any concerns?’ or ‘do we support the

recommendations?’. They try to agree on a way

forward that represents the sector so they are

speaking with one voice. The chairs of each of

these sector meetings then briefly meet so if there

are any disagreements they are aired before the

full meeting. This system was recognised to

accelerate decision making in the full forum.

There was wide-ranging agreement that there are links

to other important representative groups such as the

headteachers’ and governors’ forum meetings. In some

cases there are also links with the Children’s and

Young People’s Trusts, safeguarding boards and the

council overview and scrutiny board. It was

acknowledged that a lot of the schools forum work is

driven by external timescales, for example, government

consultations and decision making generally followed

the annual financial cycle.

3.2   Involvement of schools
forums in funding decisions

3.2.1 LA briefings

The LAs were widely perceived to be very responsive to

requests from the schools forums and to provide

thorough briefings on their statutory duties and policy

developments.  Furthermore, the LA officers were

commended for their ability to listen and answer

queries. When councillors or cabinet members attended

their input was similarly valued.

The evidence indicates that where there is a good

working relationship between the LA and the schools

forum, then forum members feel able to ask for more

detail if needed to make a decision. In addition to

briefings, training in LA proceedings and language (for
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example, acronyms) was also felt to be valuable. One

cautionary note was made by one LA officer who

observed that in view of reductions in staffing at the

authority the briefings by LA officers are ‘very time-

consuming and there is no capacity for this now. This

needs to be modernised and streamlined’.

3.2.2 Involvement of the schools
forum in consulting on the
funding formula

In the most proactive schools forums there was clear

evidence that the funding formula is developed

through a highly consultative procedure. The schools

forum was perceived to be an integral part of the

process as explained by one forum Chair: 

I think we have pushed things from the school end …

to a point where the local authority does take forum

seriously and I don’t think would consciously or

deliberately do something that would involve a decision

to make change or introduce a system that had a direct

financial consequence without involving forum.

One special school governor emphasised the influence

that she felt the schools forum held: ‘It would be

almost unheard of for a decision to be made by the LA

against the forum’s wishes. I would say that the forum

is substantially influential’.

The characteristics of this consultative relationship

emerged as follows:

•  Reaching agreement on the funding formula is a

process of continuous negotiation and development

in a partnership relationship where the sharing of

information is open and transparent. An early years’

representative explained that ‘the discussion goes

back and forth until agreement is reached’. 

•  Interviewees described a process of modelling that

facilitates decision making. A secondary academy

headteacher explained: 

The schools forum provides opinions back to the LA

on the funding formula. The LA then … models the

impact and circulates – there are always winners and

losers. This system has evolved as the schools forum

has become more confident.

•  A diocese representative explained how effective this

method is at highlighting ‘unintended consequences

of decisions’.

•  A high degree of involvement of all forum members

in the development of the funding formula was seen

to be important, as described by one forum Chair:

‘I’d like to think that the relationship [between the

schools forum and the LA] is such that the final

formula would only emerge after almost consensus

had been reached or at least a very extensive

debate’. Involvement of all forum members facilitated

empowerment of schools forums’ members.

•  An effective system of conferring with schools when

a wide consultation is needed. 

•  An efficient and transparent use of subgroups (see

section 3.1.4 above) to interrogate details of the

funding formula and report back to the full forum.

3.2.3 How decisions are reached

As detailed in 3.2.2 the evidence points to good

practice being characterised by a highly consultative

approach to decision making, although there was

widespread recognition that the LA have the final

power to recommend a decision. So typically the LA

will ask the schools forum’s opinion on a proposal, the

forum will then seek information to understand and

clarify, debate and consult and most commonly

consensus will be reached, although formal voting is

used occasionally.

Illustration of effective practice in

terms of arriving at decisions

The LA officer and the forum Chair in a

metropolitan LA described how they reached

decisions by the LA presenting a proposal and

asking the schools forum what they thought of it.

There then followed a period of consultation. This

might be within the main schools forum only or

via the subgroups or via a wider consultation of

all constituent members. The schools forum might

request more information or invite an expert in to

talk to them. The forum Chair explained that they

‘had moved away from sector fights’ and that

there was lots of ‘listening’ and a very ‘proactive ‘

approach to decision making.
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There were early signs that since schools have

converted to academies their viewpoint on national

funding has emerged as different from those held by

maintained schools. One LA officer explained as

follows:

There has been less unanimous voting so we are now

trying to get a better understanding of their

[academies’] way of thinking. Initially they were

overruled in votes: it created some friction so for the

future we are engaging with the academies’ group

and we will need to consider this when we are

reviewing membership.

It is worth mentioning that one constituent  (a

headteacher who is not a member of a schools forum)

pointed out that she does not understand exactly how

decisions are made at schools forum and that she felt

it entirely possible that a representative will be

influenced by their own establishment’s needs. She

observed that more information on the whole system

would be welcomed.

3.3   Examples of current funding
issues

There was broad consensus amongst interviewees that

the scope and range of issues discussed encompass

anything to do with finance and funding. A LA officer

viewed the forum to be ‘an influential body’. It was

observed in more proactive schools forums that the

remit is extensive and includes more general

educational themes such as attainment and school

improvement. One forum Chair observed ‘I don’t think

there’s much we don’t discuss’. In these cases it was

observed that where schools forums acquire a broader

understanding of the wider educational landscape and

the LA’s position, particularly with regard to finance

(and current cutbacks), then consultations and decision

making at schools forum are felt to be better informed. 

The two key discussion points currently being debated

at schools forums were reported to be:

•  The impact of more schools converting to academy

status on the distribution of funding. There was a

feeling that many forums find this a challenging

concept and would like more guidance from central

government. Different viewpoints were expressed.

For example, one representative felt: ‘if more

academies convert there will come a tipping point

where it will disadvantage those schools that aren’t

academies in terms of getting a share of the money’.

Many forum members expressed a need for

clarification, for example: ‘things are not transparent

re the financing/funding of academies. Academies

know how schools are funded but schools don’t

know how academies are funded’. Although most

forums appear to be trying to ensure academies have

full representation, one option mentioned is the

possibility of reducing the voting rights of academy

members at schools forums. 

•  There was discussion about the implications of a

possible national funding formula. Interviewees

described feeling ‘uncertain’ about how local funding

formulae might be influenced by it and how local

flexibility might be applied. One secondary

headteacher of an academy observed: ‘we are

reluctant to countenance any change at the moment

as the national funding formula is on the horizon’.

Examples of other current issues discussed at schools

forums included the pupil premium and the link to the

deprivation index, funding for the early years sector,

and reduction in funding in the post-16 sector, the

increasing pressure on primary school places and how

to sustain small rural primary schools. Whatever the

topic under discussion, these more proactive and

connected schools forums (see Chapters 2 and 5) felt

empowered to reach decisions with the LA and there

was evidence that all discussions are underpinned by a

desire to ensure that all schools, children and young

people will receive an equitable amount of funds

available.
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Key findings

•    Schools forums were broadly representative of

their local education community in terms of

phase and type of school. There was less

evidence that schools forums were

geographically representative. 

•    Schools forums kept membership under

review and in some cases had revised their

membership owing to changes in the

education sector such as the growth in

academies. 

•    The representativeness of schools forums

depended on the make-up of the membership,

the relationship representatives had with their

constituents, and how active members were in

contributing to the work of the forum. 

•    Schools forums expected headteacher forum

members not only to represent their school

but also their sector and the wider community

they serve. 

•    Information on schools forums, including

meeting agendas and minutes, were posted

on websites, and in some cases, LA school

portals. 

•    Although schools forum meetings were

‘open’, members of the public were not

actively invited and rarely attended meetings. 

•    Local communities were represented on

schools forums through the involvement of

councillors, teacher unions, diocesan

representatives and the press. 

•    Suggestions for widening community

involvement included gaining the views of

parents, local businesses, youth offending

teams, social care and the police. 

This chapter examines the membership of schools

forums and assesses how representative they are of the

education sector. The chapter also presents research

findings on wider community involvement in schools

forums. 

4.1   Representativeness of
schools forums 

The research revealed that the case-study schools

forums included forum members representing all parts

of the education sector. Collectively, the forum

members represented all phases: early years/foundation

years including nurseries, primary, secondary and

further education; and the different types of schools in

their area: 11–16 secondary schools, 11–18 secondary

schools, academies, special schools, faith schools and

free schools. Schools forums’ Chairs, LA officers and

other members considered that forum members

represented ‘a good spread of provision’ and ‘a broad

spectrum’ in their areas. This assessment of schools

forums as representative is exemplified by a councillor’s

comment that ‘views should be sufficiently represented

as there are representatives from all sectors’.  

Case-study interviewees were less sure whether their

schools forum was geographically representative of

institutions in their area and appeared to regard this as

less important than education phase and school type

representativeness. The observation was also made

that, although a schools forum can have a cross-

section of education representatives, the balance of

primary and secondary sector members may be

questioned because a secondary headteacher

represents a lot more pupils than does a primary

headteacher. Forum Chairs and LA officers explained

that expanding membership had to be thought through

carefully to ensure that the size enabled them to

manage forum business efficiently. 

Case-study interviewees noted that their schools forums

were democratic in that headteacher representatives

were elected as forum members. The membership of

schools forums’ working groups comprised nominees
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from elected headteachers and other nominated

representatives usually chosen because of their interest

or expertise in a particular topic.

Local authorities’ involvement in schools forums often

included senior officers responsible for services for

children and young people in addition to the officer

allocated to provide administration services to the

schools forum. The senior officers were expected to

provide as broad a vision as possible of education

provision including children’s centres and out-of-

borough special educational needs (SEN) placements.

Other members included representatives of children’s

trusts, safeguarding bodies and Connexions in some

cases. 

Forum Chairs pointed out that it was important to keep

the membership of their schools forum and its working

groups under review, especially given changes to the

education sector such as the increasing number of

schools converting to academy status (as discussed in

section 3.3 above) and the growth in federated

schools. Where schools forums had undertaken this

type of review, forum Chairs reported that membership

had been revised, and became more representative

giving them a more informed view of different

provision and priorities.

The case studies showed that schools forums’ members

often represented the interests of established groups

such as a secondary headteachers’ association, a

primary headteachers’ forum or a governors’

association. Other areas of interest and specialism were

sometimes represented through schools forums’ sub-

groups; for example, a finance working group including

school bursars in its membership. Further findings on the

role of subgroups are presented in Chapter 3 above.

Forum Chairs asserted that the representativeness of

their schools forums depended to some extent on how

representative forum members were of the interest in

their sector, observing that the degree to which schools

forums’ members consulted and reported back to their

constituencies varied. Furthermore, they suggested that

representativeness depended to some extent on active

membership and representatives attending meetings

regularly. They reported that, (as discussed in section

3.1.3 above) occasionally when headteachers were too

busy to attend, they sent replacements who could

attend but not vote. The issue of representativeness

was summarised by a LA officer who remarked that this

was contingent upon the ‘contribution and activities of

members, i.e. we need to ensure we reach out widely

and that colleagues around the table have sounded

out their colleagues’. 

Schools forums expected headteacher members not

only to represent their school but their sector and the

wider community they served. Wider community

involvement is investigated next. 

4.2   Wider community
involvement in schools
forums 

Agendas for forthcoming meetings and minutes of

previous meetings were posted on schools forums’

local authority websites and sometimes on local

authority school portals. There was evidence of elected

members’ involvement in schools forums. In some

cases, the elected members representing the three

main political parties attended meetings. In other

cases, councillors’ involvement was related to their

portfolios such as ‘young people’ or ‘schools’. In

addition, the local authority cabinet member or lead

member for children and/or education sometimes

attended meetings (as discussed in section 3.1.3

above). 

Teacher union representatives were often involved in

schools forums and attended meetings. Diocesan

representatives were also said to participate in some

areas.  The press occasionally attended schools forum

meetings. 

The research found that, while schools forums’

meetings were said to be ‘open’, members of the

public were not actively invited and rarely attended the

meetings. Parents were not invited though it was

pointed out that, in some cases, their views were

represented by school governors. 

When asked about widening community involvement,

schools forums observed that this would have to be

managed carefully so as not to make forums unwieldy

as this forum Chair remarked: ‘… the forum needs to

be big enough to represent the diversity of an area but

not too big that you can’t properly discuss issues’.

Schools forums identified the following representatives

for possible inclusion: parents, local businesses, youth

offending teams, social care and police.
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Key findings

•    Schools forums can influence and shape the

amount of funding that goes to different

educational providers.

•    Without the existence of schools forums,

decision making at a local level and the

strategic conversation about finance would be

lost. Schools forums provide a mechanism

through which consultation with schools can

take place.

•    Schools forums are able to challenge and

scrutinise funding decisions and are perceived

to be effective in their approach. This is

facilitated by training and the calibre of

representatives.

•    Barriers to achieving the goals of schools

forums included lack of funding to allocate,

time, personalities (related to dominant

characters and personality clashes) and

uncertainty surrounding the future of schools

forums. 

This chapter examines the relationship between the LA

and schools forum. It also discusses the perceived

consequences of not having a schools forum. The

influence on different types of educational provision

and case-study examples of widespread promising

practice are summarised. 

5.1   The relationship between
the LA and schools forum

As discussed in section 3.2.2, the relationship between

the LA and schools forum was generally described by

interviewees as a partnership based on a common

interest to achieve equity for all children and young

people in the authority. One forum Chair, for example,

remarked: ‘after all, the most important thing is that

we’re there to serve the children of [the LA] and that’s

what we’re all about’. Words used to describe the

relationship between the LA and schools forum were

largely positive and included ‘challenging’,

‘collaborative’, ‘transparent’, ‘trusting’, ‘respectful’ and

‘professional’. Nonetheless, words such as ‘caution’

and ‘suspicion’ were expressed by a minority of

interviewees and revealed that, on the whole, feelings

were more positive amongst those case-study areas

that displayed a more holistic, connected schools

forum.

5.2   The consequence of not
having schools forums

The existence of the schools forum was generally

perceived by interviewees as an important mechanism

through which consultation with schools could take

place. There was some indication to suggest that, if a

schools forum was no longer in existence, another

platform for discussion would be required. One school

member reasoned: ‘... because there is recognition that

the forum fulfils a vehicle for a dialogue that all the

parties can participate [in] ...’ 

Typical views amongst interviewees regarding the

potential impact of the loss of schools forums related

to a loss of transparency; the loss of decision making at

a local level or the ability to have a strategic

conversation about finance. There was recognition of

schools forums’ ability to collate stakeholder views in a

timely manner or for schools to convey to the LA, the

pressures placed upon them, their needs and desires. 

There was concern that LA staff would have less

understanding about the needs of schools, which is

provided by representatives who have the ability to see

how decisions can impact on the children and young

people they serve. Linked to this, there was also a

suggestion that without a forum, there would be a loss

of equity and fairness. 
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5.3   Impact and influence on
educational provision

5.3.1 Achievements of the schools
forum

Interviewees generally expressed a positive view about

the impact and influence of the schools forum on

educational provision, including, for example, forums’

ability to challenge decisions, the breach of the central

expenditure limit4 (CEL) and causes for the DSG under-

spend. 

Schools forums provide a platform for discussion

amongst the LA and representatives and shape the

distribution of money to schools. One forum school

member observed: 'It's supported schools in putting

money into where they think it's important. Schools are

able to say that they have had an opportunity to

influence and contribute to those decisions via the

forum ...'

The following list highlights examples of other schools

forums’ achievements identified by interviewees: 

•  reaching agreement to exceed the central

expenditure limit and funding for oversized schools

•  reaching an agreement to roll out a programme of

support for vulnerable young people

•  changing the formula to secure specialist provision

for maintained schools 

•  the development of a budget proposal for

consultation

•  managing, shaping and negotiation of contracts

•  greater transparency to schools about their budgets

•  discussing and agreeing local funding formula

•  setting up the early years funding formula facilitated

by an open dialogue between the schools forum and

local authority

•  improved knowledge and understanding of school

budgets. 

Further to the discussion of the characteristics of highly

consultative procedures adopted in case-study schools

forums (in section 3.2.2 above), there was some

suggestion that positive relationships between

representatives and the LA had helped facilitate the

achievements of forum. One forum Chair commented:

‘we have managed to discuss all the elements that

everybody felt that they needed to discuss ... and have

actually come to a real good consensus ... over the

decision about how we are going to portion budgets’.

Success was also perceived to be aided by, for

example:

•  providing training to forum members

•  the reputation of forum and understanding its role

and capacity to assist in making high quality

decisions

•  active attendance and wide engagement of all

sectors in discussions

•  effective chairing of the meetings and preparation

meetings between the LA  and forum Chair 

•  LA support for the academies programme.

5.3.2 Level of influence of schools
forums

Schools forums were generally perceived to have a

strong influence on funding decisions. One forum Chair

said: ‘I genuinely think our local authority ... operates

from the view that with regard to decisions about

school funding, wherever there is flexibility to make

them, then the schools forum is a very important body

to consult and get the views of’.

It was also observed that recommendations put

forward by forums were generally accepted by the LA.

For example, one councillor reasoned: '... schools
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comes forward with a recommendation, we expect

them to have discussed it, debated it and understood it'.

It was evident that the schools forum is able to

challenge and scrutinise funding decisions and that

there is a robust level of debate. In a few cases,

however, interviewees were of the view that forum can

only challenge within set parameters or that most

decisions ultimately lie with the LA but that because of

the level of trust, it is common to be able to come to

an understanding.

On the whole, schools forums were considered effective

in challenging and scrutinising funding decisions which

was attributed to factors such as the calibre of forum

members –‘there is an intelligent, cohesive, well,

thought, through group of people who do challenge

very effectively’ (school member) and training to help

facilitate depth of understanding. It was evident that,

in some cases, forum’s ability to challenge had

developed over time in light of, for example, the time

required to gain an understanding of the function of

forum. 

5.3.3 Barriers to achieving the goals of
schools forums

Barriers to achieving the goals of schools forums

included funding related to, for example, limited funds

and the need to work more creatively. One forum Chair

observed: 'sometimes it's not about what's going to

go, it's about how we can spend it more wisely'. In one

schools forum, it was observed that the decision had

been made at LA level that schools were no longer

able to carry over deficits or roll everything together if

there were over- or under-spends. As budgets become

tighter, the minimum funding guarantee had started to

be problematic for the work of the forum in terms of,

budget pressures for special educational needs pupils,

for example. Examples of other barriers include:

•  Lack of time for representatives to be strategic,

dedicate time to read and digest information. In

addition, the time required to fully understand how

forum works in order to have the confidence to

challenge effectively was mentioned – ‘forum

members need to be on it for some time before they

really understand how things work’ (LA interviewee).

•  Personality issues, related to dominant characters

and personality clashes.

•  The uncertainty surrounding government

plans for school funding and the impact this has

had upon planning.

•  Rapid changes as a result of the economic

climate resulting in the loss of experienced staff at

the LA to support the forum.

5.4   Examples of best practice 

This final section presents examples of best practice

identified using the criteria outlined in Chapter 2. The

following three case studies show evidence of

widespread good practice which overall convey holistic,

connected and proactive schools forums.
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This metropolitan borough in the West Midlands has

set up a number of subgroups to encourage active

participation in the schools forum. 

When the forum was first established, there were a

number of other committees and groups set up to

provide a platform for discussion between

headteachers and LA officers on aspects such as SEN

and school improvement.  It was decided that the

forum would take on a broader remit than the

statutory role and for financial matters to be handled

under the central focus of the schools forum.  When

matters reach full forum, reports are provided from

work groups (such as finance, SEN and school

improvement plan) and any task and finish groups

that are running.  The forum tries to ensure that they

have an overview of all key school activities. 

The task and finish groups are set up with a specific

objective. The groups allow for considerable

discussion amongst a small group of people who are

representative and can, if necessary, go back to

colleagues and gather their views. This approach was

perceived to work well because it provides a platform

for open and constructive discussion.  

... cont’d
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... cont’d   

At workgroup level, forum was reported to have

drawn in experts from across the LA, including non-

forum members such as bursars. This has helped

facilitate transparency and provides an opportunity

for discussion amongst stakeholders with the relevant

skills and knowledge who have the schools best

interests at heart.

The forum also has an executive group comprising

two headteachers, two governors, the forum Chair

and the chair of the main workgroup. The group is

responsible for filtering the agenda and placing

detailed actions on officers such as drafting papers.

The executive does not make any decisions. One

school member commented: ‘Therefore, there's a trust

... that executive does its job effectively by producing

that [agenda]'.

In the future, it is anticipated that responsibilities of

the schools forum may lessen and revert to a purely

statutory model, following the development of

collaborative ways of working (for example, schools

across the primary and secondary phase working in

partnership or federation). 

Above ‘the collaboratives’, there will be a strategic

accountability board. It is anticipated that the school

improvement partner (SIP) and SEN workgroup will

transfer to the strategic accountability board. This was

viewed positively by one interviewee because the

board will represent all schools in the borough and

be able to make more cohesive decisions. The work of

the group was still expected to feed into schools

forum because it would have implications for finance

and may influence financial decisions made by

schools forum.

This non-metropolitan county, based in the north west

of England has developed various proactive

mechanisms for communicating with representatives

and stakeholders of schools forum in order to help

facilitate transparency.  

Most business of the schools forum is carried out via

the two subgroups: funding formula and contracts

and supplies. The main driver for this model was felt

to be the size of the forum (which comprises over 50

full members). Any decisions made through the sub-

groups are always fed back to the full forum to

ensure transparency. In addition, the forum Chair, vice

chair and chairs of the subgroups are convened to

discuss matters considered inappropriate to discuss in

full forum (for example, sensitivities around

contracts). 

The committee that manages membership and access

meet at least twice a year to review membership and

ensure that procedures are working appropriately,

including the timing and location of the meetings.

A newsletter is distributed to headteachers every half-

term and includes information about the role of the

forum. This has increased awareness amongst schools

of forum elections and generated additional interest

from potential candidates and voting. A newsletter is

also sent out to governors which a headteacher (who

was not a member of the schools forum) felt was

written in a ‘user-friendly’ format.

The forum is reported by interviewees to be well

structured and organised. Papers are perceived to be

clearly set out and explain, for example, what is

expected of the forum and who the lead officer is for

a particular piece of work. Materials are distributed

via the school portal or email prior to the meetings to

allow representatives time to digest the information.

A summary of the previous meeting and executive

summary of discussions and outcomes of subgroup

meetings are also provided to members. 

At present, the schools forum is made up of

representatives from city-based schools. In the future,

the creation of a geographical model was welcomed

to take account of the different size and location of

schools across the rural authority. It was felt that this

would allow for greater breadth of vision.
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This metropolitan borough situated in the north east

of England was reported consistently by all

interviewees to have an excellent approach to

communication., The forum Chair, the vice-chair and

the LA Director of Performance and Commissioning

meet a week before the forum meeting to discuss the

agenda and the previous meeting. Meetings are

organised so that sector meetings (such as secondary

headteachers) are held between schools forum

meetings so sector colleagues can be consulted on

schools forums’ matters. 

The LA host an annual event where all headteachers

and governors are invited. The LA officer described

the purpose of the occasion ‘to provide the broad

picture in terms of the city council budget and the

schools’ budget’. This was widely perceived to provide

context for discussions at the schools forum. 

Decision making was described as ‘very proactive’ by

the forum Chair and she emphasised that forum

members listened to one another and ‘have moved

away from sector fights’. It was recognised that forum

members need to consult their constituents so they

are encouraged to ‘sound out’ their colleagues’

views.

The LA officer, who has worked on other schools

forums, observed: ‘the degree of challenge and

respect and healthy debate is very good … discussion

on other forums can be a bit flat and things can go

through on the nod’. An early years forum member

concurred with this view and emphasised that the

modelling carried out by the LA was an extremely

helpful way of identifying ‘winners and losers’ and

minimising unintended impact of decisions. She, and

a forum member from an academy,  also praised the

training that was available and said it was always

‘forthcoming’ and felt the two-year working party

that helped to formulate the early years’ funding

formula worked well. She praised the forum Chair for

her wide experience and her understanding of the

education context; she also felt the LA officer showed

strong commitment and leadership. She pointed out

that the leaders were not there solely to manage the

meeting but to lead and provide a vision. She

observed that she did not go to the meetings ‘for

figures on the paper but to make a difference to

children’s and young people’s lives’.  

Both forum members interviewed also recognised

that there are only limited funds available and that

their task was ‘to do the best that we can with the

resources available’.
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Key findings

•    A lack of clarity remains about the role and

status of schools forums in national policy. The

outcome of the national funding consultation

is expected to reduce the current ambiguity.

•    The introduction of academies and free

schools is changing the make-up of local

education communities and, therefore, the

context in which schools forums work.

Schools forums will need to respond to this

change in order to clarify and shape their

future role. 

•    In looking to the future, interviewees were

uncertain about whether or not the changes

will result in a reduced or strengthened role

for schools forums.

•    Despite the current uncertainty, most schools

forums continue to adapt and make plans for

the future because members and stakeholders

believe that they should continue.  

•    When asked to share their key advice with

other schools forums, interviewees made a

range of theoretical and practical suggestions

based on the need for: open and transparent

communications; respectful relationships

within the forum and between the forum and

LA; a commitment to a shared vision and set

of values; appropriate support for members;

and adequate publicity of the schools forum

role, remit and elections. 

This chapter examines the possible changes to schools

forums in the future, in the view of members and

constituents. It then goes on to detail the advice that

interviewees have chosen to share with other schools

forums. 

6.1   The future of schools forums

A lack of clarity remains about the role and status of

schools forums at a national level (as detailed in

section 3.3).  Interviewees felt that the future of

schools forums is heavily dependent on the outcomes

of the funding consultation and the implications of

academisation. In particular, interviewees were unsure

about the extent to which schools forums will have

decision-making powers and discretion in determining

a local funding formula in the future. Concern was

expressed that, should the remit be much reduced, they

would struggle to maintain momentum. This was

exemplified in this LA officer’s comment: 

Representatives will be less likely to give up their time

unless they feel they can make a real difference. This is

already the case with sixth form funding. The schools

forum reinforces the fact that the local funding

formula and decisions are agreed by the schools, not

imposed upon them by the LA, and this aids

acceptance and harmony which it would be a shame

to lose.

It was clear that some believe a national formula

would completely negate the possibility of any local

discretion. There were also some preconceptions about

the direction of government policy. For example, one

schools forum member said: 

I don’t know if Gove thinks he should get rid of the

schools forums or if they are the best thing … I’m

worried about cuts and the level of centralisation that

is going on, despite the localisation agenda; they seem

to be giving with the right hand and taking with the

left. 

There was a general consensus amongst interviewees

that the schools forum played an important democratic

role and that their existence had a range of benefits

(detailed in Chapter 5). This enhanced the confidence

that schools forums might, and should, be

strengthened in order to maintain a scrutiny role at the
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local level. One interviewee believed that schools

forums could have a role in scrutinising the new

national funding formula. Confident that they would

have a future role in funding decisions, many forums

were continuing to adapt and make changes, for

example, (as discussed in Chapters 3 and 4) the

majority were exploring ways to better accommodate

academies.  As we’ve seen in Chapter 4 on

representativeness, the majority of interviewees could

see the advantages of academy inclusion (for example,

given the need to establish new approaches to

accessing services) and there were some plans,

therefore, to ensure better representation of, and links

with, academies. One forum member suggested that

the forum name should change to ‘education funding

forum’ to reflect this change in membership and

representation of issues. Only one schools forum had

taken a ‘defensive’ stance by considering the reduction

of the rights of academies to vote in school funding

decisions. 

A couple of schools forums had plans to make changes

in other ways.  For example, one schools forum planned

to rationalise its role to ensure it was targeting its

statutory function and that other areas of debate (on

issues such as SEN and school improvement) were

discussed in alternative school partnership groups. For

one forum Chair in a large rural LA, the representation

of schools by geographical location was a priority for

the future. 

6.2   Advice to other schools
forums

One of the key pieces of advice that interviewees

offered to other schools forums, and to which many of

their recommendations relate, was the need to foster

trust and understanding through open and

transparent communication and processes. This

was viewed as important at both the forum member

level and between forum members and the LA. As a

practical solution, and reflected in this report as good

practice, interviewees suggested that papers

detailing issues for discussion should be clear,

neutral, well structured and detailed. Preparing

and distributing them well in advance of schools

forums’ meetings gives forum members a chance to

read them, consult their ‘constituents’ where necessary,

and develop their own questioning. One forum Chair

emphasised the value of thanking LA officers when

they had clearly spent a lot of time developing options

and preparing papers for the schools forum.

Furthermore, transparency was an important principle

to which working groups should adhere; while

providing a forum for more ‘forensic’ discussion, it was

also necessary for them to operate in an open and

transparent way – for example, sharing papers and

allowing the schools forum to come to the final

conclusion.  

Interviewees stressed the need to maintain a

friendly, respectful and non-combative

relationship with all forum members. For many

this could be fostered by ensuring that the focus was

the same for all; achieving the best possible solution

for all young people across the LA. One forum Chair

said, ‘you need to ensure the purpose is the same. The

politics then drifts away.’ To this end, some suggested

that an explicit commitment to a shared vision

and set of values is useful. Another practical

suggestion was to build links with partners (for

example, children’s trusts and safeguarding boards) to

encourage a more strategic view of improving

outcomes for young people. An effective forum Chair

could help to foster this strategic view, and, therefore,

it was recommended that the forum Chair should be

someone who is confident, commands the respect of

all members and is able to guide discussion and focus

the debate. 

Adequate support for members was considered

necessary to enable forum members to

adequately represent the views of their

‘constituents’, understand the issues and

implications, and feel empowered to ask the ‘right’

questions. Some felt that forum members should

take some personal responsibility for arming

themselves with the right information, raising

their profile within their ‘constituent’ groups to gain

sufficient feedback, and voicing and listening to the

views of others at schools forums’ meetings.  

Finally, interviewees felt that the schools forum

should be adequately publicised to ensure that all

‘constituents’ are aware of its existence, role, remit and

how they could feed into the decision-making process,

take up vacancies and vote in elections. 
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7.1   Conclusions

Schools forums play a significant role in influencing

and shaping local education funding. They provide a

collaborative and consultative platform for strategic

discussion and contribute to local decision making.

Drawing on a wide spectrum of stakeholders’

knowledge, views and experience ensures that funding

decisions are shaped by open dialogue, informed

debate and challenge.

The research indicates that schools forums are

responsive to the changing educational policy context,

particularly in terms of the growth of academies, where

schools forums are reviewing the representativeness of

their membership and the implications that the

changes academisation will have on funding and

service provision.

A more connected, proactive and child-centred way of

working characterised the most effective schools

forums in terms of representing the interests of the

local educational community and the children and

young people it serves. The organisational structure of

schools forums was less influential. 

Connected and proactive schools forums are defined by:

•  being accessible to the public, for example, making

information about meetings available on the website

•  openness and transparency in the way they work and

the way decisions are made

•  extensive consultation with a wide range of

stakeholders including, for example, the educational

community, the LA and specialist experts

•  effective and efficient processes for communication

such as well-structured papers distributed before the

meetings and gaining views and feeding back

information to constituents

•  having a good working relationship with the LA and

where there is a mutual understanding of the wider

education and economic landscape and its local

implications for children and young people

•  high levels of engagement, for example, through

subgroups exploring current issues and reporting

back to the full forum to provide clarity and focus

and to inform decision making

•  having a common strategic vision and commitment

to meeting the needs of all children and young

people over interests specific to education phase,

school type and institution 

•  a confident belief by forum members that they are

making a useful contribution to, and can influence,

local education funding decision making and that

LAs would find it difficult to act without reference to

them. 

7.2   Recommendations

The research indicates that schools forums will benefit

from greater clarity about the proposed national

funding formula in order to facilitate better planning

and enhanced confidence in a time of economic

uncertainty. Additionally, schools forums would value

better guidance about the academy funding regime

working alongside the existing system for maintained

schools in order to achieve the best outcomes for all

children and young people.

7.2.1 Recommendations for schools
forums

•  Ongoing training for schools forums’ members to

ensure they have confidence and competence to

effectively engage in and challenge a funding decision.

•  Children and young people may benefit from schools

forums working more creatively with current or

reduced funding, for example, encouraging

collaborative ways of working such as through

federations of schools. 
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•  Schools forums need to continue to review their

membership to ensure that they are representative of

the local educational community. 

•  When evaluating their effectiveness, it is advisable

for schools forums periodically to review the remit

and role of subgroups. 

•  Schools forums need to examine how well they

disseminate, and how clearly they explain, decisions

to constituents, stakeholders and the wider

community.  

•  Schools forums will benefit from considering the

extent to which their practice reflects the

characteristics of the more connected and proactive

behaviour outlined above. 

7.2.2 Recommendations for LAs

•  As forum members highly value the contributions of

councillors and lead members, especially for their

areas of expertise, schools forums will benefit from

LAs providing more opportunities to inform and build

links in order to enhance understanding of local

education funding in its fullest context.

•  LAs need to periodically review the level, type and

frequency of involvement that senior managers and

officers have in schools forums given changing policy

agendas and priorities for the education, support and

well-being of children and young people. 

•  When evaluating their working relationship with

schools forums, it is advisable that LAs are aware

that being responsive to requests for the provision of

thorough briefings on statutory and policy

developments is greatly valued by schools forums’

members as this helps them to provide more

informed scrutiny and challenge. 

•  The further promotion of the schools forum and its

role and remit within the LA, and more widely

amongst constituents, is recommended in order to

ensure that wider understanding and recognition of

its responsibility is achieved. Indeed, further research

to contribute to this aim should be considered.
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Technical appendix

The sample comprised four unitary authorities (one of which was a London borough), three county and two

metropolitan authorities. In total, 40 interviews were undertaken with nine LA level, 26 schools forums’ members,

one councillor, one cabinet member and three constituents.  

More specifically, our sample included:

LA Officer interviewees

•  One School Funding Manager

•  One Assistant Director, People’s Services and Commissioning

•  One Schools Forum and Business Support Manager

•  One Director, Access and Provision – Children’s Services

•  One Assistant Director Strategic Finance

•  One Governor Services Manager

•  One School Finance Support Manager

•  One Director of Performance and Commissioning

•  One Head of Education and Learning

Schools forums’ interviewees

•  Eight Chairs of  schools forums

•  Two Secondary Academy Headteachers 

•  Five Primary Governors

•  One Secondary Governor

•  Two  Primary Headteachers

•  Two Special School Governors

•  One Work Based Learning representative

•  One Primary Headteacher representative
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•  One Primary Academy Governor

•  One Diocese representative

•  Two Early Years Practitioners

Constituent interviewees

•  Two Primary Headteachers

•  One Primary Academy Governor

Other

•  One Councillor for Corporate Services and Education

•  One Cabinet member with portfolio for education. 
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Recently published reports

The Local Government Education and Children's Services Research Programme is carried out 

by NFER. The research projects cover topics and perspectives that are of special interest to local

authorities. All the reports are published and disseminated by the NFER, with separate executive

summaries. The summaries, and more information about this series, are available free of charge 

at: www.nfer.ac.uk/research/local-government-association/

For more information, or to buy any of these publications, please contact: The Publications

Unit, National Foundation for Educational Research, The Mere, Upton Park, Slough, Berkshire

SL1 2DQ, tel: +44 (0)1753 637002, fax: +44 (0)1753 637280, email: book.sales@nfer.ac.uk,

web: www.nfer.ac.uk/publications.

hidden talents: a statistical overview of the
participation patterns of young people aged 16–24

This report offers a start point for the Local Government Association

(LGA) commissioned research to inform the Hidden Talents programme.

It reviews available statistics, data and commentary to establish what 

can be reasonably deduced to inform policy in response to young 

people aged 16–24 years who are not in employment, education 

or training (NEET).

www.nfer.ac.uk/publications/LGHT01

Evaluation of the early adopter sector-led
improvement programme pilots

The findings from this review show that the case for investment 

in early intervention for children and families, bringing about cost

savings in the longer term is widely accepted and supported. More

needs to be done within the UK to identify and evidence the extent 

sof potential cost savings

www.nfer.ac.uk/publications/SLIP01

Early intervention: informing local practice

The findings from this review of literature shows that the case for

investing in early intervention approaches to improve outcomes for

children and families and in bringing about cost savings in the longer

term is widely accepted and supported. More needs to be done

within the UK to identify and evidence the extent of potential cost

savings, this will help enable policy makers and local commissioners 

to make informed commissioning decisions.

www.nfer.ac.uk/publications/LGLC02
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This report, commissioned by the Local Government Association

(LGA), offers a best practice review of the role of schools forum.

Best practice was characterised in terms of connected, proactive 

and child-centered behaviour.

Effective schools forums:

• provide a platform for discussion at the strategic level about

funding decisions at the local level

• influence and shape the amount of funding that goes to

different educational providers

• have developed consultation procedures characterised by

transparency, continuous negotiation, the sharing of information

and members working together to achieve the best outcome 

for all children and young people.
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